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JEWS WAS BY
,

EVENING, JULY 4, 1906.

THE FIRST FIRECRACKER

PRESIDENT

i MASSACRE OF

NEW MEXICO, WEDNhSDAY
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PIONEERS

WHO

GAVE

ANADA YIELDS TO

Princess

I
.

nternational Tennis Cham Presented

President of
United Mates For Jointure
of Territories.

all
pionship
Games Today.
VYon-B-

Oyster Hay. July 4. President
Roosevelt today delivered the Kotnlh;
of July oral inn to his townspeople in
the natural amphitheater in a grove'
at Qyser Bay. He took for his text
the words of Abiaham Lincoln, Just!
after his election: "In any great na-tlonal trial hereafter the men of that,
day, as compared with hose of this
day, will be as weak or as Btrons. as
base or hs good. Let us, therefore,
And later:
study for the future."
have ben here, I have
"So long as
not plaired a thorn In any man's'
bosom."
Lincoln, said the president, did not
treat anyhing that was done against
him as a wrotg calling for veugeance,
but as a fact calling for a remedy;
and it is in Just that spirit that the
American people must approach their,
.
problems of today.

New York, July t 4. The second
eastward
race between
the Hamburg-America- n
line steamer
Deutschland and the French line
steamer La Provence, ended this
morning with a decisive victory in
favor of the German boat. The
I'eutschland Mas reported passing the
Kddystone lighthouse at the entrunee
of Plymouth harbor at 6:39 today.
tier lime or passage rroirt New ioik
to Plymouth hi five days, fourteen
hours, nine minutes, at the average
speed of 23.01 miles per hour. The
distance covered was 3,093 miles.
The La Provence was reported by
wireless telegraph this morning, 160
inlles south tf Brcvhead at ten min
utes pas', five. Allowing for differ
ence in the time of sailing the
Deutschland bents tho La Provence
nearly eleven hours against four hours
claimed by tl, French steamer In the
previous race
trans-Atlant-

j

1
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OHIO

TOWN

RAISES FOR
A MONUMENT $100.000
cere- O., July 4. Few

Hamilton,
monies taking place in the I'nlted
States today are so fraught with his- - i
the
toric Interest as the dedication-osoliders', sailors' and pioneers' liionu- ment in this city, This magnificent
structure stands on the site of old1
Fort Hamilton, and was erected to the
WOULD-BKOZZLOFF,
memory of the soldiers, sailors ur.d
ACQUITTED
ASSASSIN,
pioneer settlers of the .Miami valley,
Saratov, July 4. Ko.zlorf, who ai through the generosity of the people
Miu
tempted to assassinate Interior
of Butler county, who permitted them- Ister Stolypin while he was governor selves to be taxed almost $tni.iiiin that
of Saratov, has been acquittei'.
the monument might be erected.
j

f

E

KOJESTVENSKY IS ON
.
TRIAL FOR HIS LIFE
Cronstadt, July 4. The trial by
Rojest
l
of
vensky and the ofticeis of the torpedo
boat destroyer Bedovl for surrender
ing to the enemy after ihe battle of
the Sea of Japan, began here today
Several Japanese seamen and stir
g&ons have been summoned as wit'
bsHt. Tho penult y of conviction in
Vice-Adniir- al

court-martia-

'

,,

-

death.

ANOTHER HEIR TO THE

GERMAN EMPIRE
Berlin, July 4. Crown Princess
Frederick William was safely ac
couched or a son this morning.
A salute of lnl allocs was fired in
the square opposite the palace.
proclamation was issued announcing
the birth of the presumptive heir to
the throne and saying: "The crown
princess and prince are In the bett of
condition."
The boy Is well formed and strong.
The news of the birth of a grandson
was communicated to Emperor Wil
Ham by means of a wireless dispatch
from Kiel to the steamer Hamburg,
on which he is proceeding to Trond
hjem, Norway.

FORGETS NOT
TO HOLD CELERATION
New York. July 4. Tammany Hall

TAMMANY

today held its customary celebration
the Fourth with fireworks and oratory, long or short talks were made
by Governor Wm. D. Jenks of Alabama and a number of congressmen.
Uourke Cochran, grand sachem, prettied. AlVr the speeches there was
collation.

of

ton, together wltji a large bunch of
them, got IN BROAD WAY OF
accompanying
"rooiers"
away last night for El, Pas-- , where'
tsiey will cross bats today with the'
.. PARTY PCUTICS!
ha" "Team-o"Banker? lint
re-'
the Pass City, and with McDonald
ceiving. and Oiillegos oa the firing;
line, the Browns are expected to re-- ' President
McINTOSH BROWNS
Roosevelt invited
turn home with the major share of
GO TO EL PASO the gate receipts.
to Preside at Bryan
of tlie Brow us will be
The line-uas
follows:
Reception.
FOR
FOURTH OF JULY GAME
uailegos: catcner, MeDon-- :
WITH BANKERS AT PASS CITY-MA- NY aid;Pitcher,
Ney;
first
base.
"Bill"
second
ALBUQUERQUEANS ACbase, Kunz; third base. Corhan;
COMPANY THEM.
rtstop. Clancy.
BRYAN CUTS WIDE SWATH
substitute 'will
Hale, Graham and
The Mcintosh Browns, with Manager Cavanaugh and Secretary Hons- - hold down the field.
In London -- Populists Not Decided

MAN ADMITTED
TO PRACTICE LAW
"Sydney, Australia, July 4. Neville
Gilbert McWllllam, B. A., L. L. B., of
bydney University, who is blind, was

admitted to the bar before the full
court of New South Wales. In moving
bU admission the state attorney gen
tral. C. C. Wade, K. C, said that It
reflected great credit on Mr. Mc
William that he had been able to pass
the examinations required, haadi
capped by the calamity which had
overtaken him. The chief Justice, the
night Hon. Sir Patrick Darley. in ad
mining Mr. McWilliam. expressed the
hope, on behalf of the bench, that be
would not be handicapped at the bar,
but that he would be m successful as
Mr. Fawcett, who. Buffering from the
same affliction, has risen tol.e a min
iter of the crown in England.
ROOT

AND FAMILY
FOR SOUTH AMERICA
New York. July 4
secretary of
State Ellhu Root, with his wife,

daughter and secretary. sai'.eJ this afternoon on the armored
cruiser
Charleston for S.mli America.

MONTEZUMA

BALL

PLANS UNDER
CHAIRMAN

WAY

O'RIELLY SELECTING

IN ALVARADO

TO BE HELD

HOTEL.

Last night the committee having In
charge tbe Montezuma ball, to take
place during fair week, met for' the
purxNe of discussing "plans and
specifications." The ball this year is
to be held In the Alvurado hotel, and
it is planned to give the ball on a
s
more elaborate scale than at any
time. J. H. O'RIeUy, chairman
of the tall committee, states that he
lias selected 'his ul-- o mmitteeg, and
that preparations are steadily going
forward for what they intend shall
be the glorious wind-uto the
"greatest fair on earth."
.Manager McCuntia is In Oswego,
N. V., visiting relatives and friends.
He is expected to return to this city
within the next two weeks.
pre-viou-

Teachers Receive Certificate.
After the close of the Bernalillo
county teachers'
Institute, examinations were held at which eleven applicants received certificates, as follows:
First Grade W. B. McParland.
Second Grade Anna A'! n. Allele
Gosi, Ona Schupp. Maria Kspinosa,
r.izab"th
and Lyd:a McCredy.
Third Grade Clara Thumps m. Min-!- u
Stutrud. Mary Haiglu and lstitielle
Ht-al- d

Ci nnelly.

Im-Iing- "

f

i

j

to Nominate a Ticket or

HOW CONGRESS GAME OVER

TO THE PRESIDENT

BLIND

A.

DEFEAT UNANSWERABLE ARGUMENTS

by

!

July 4. The point
stro.ielv brought out tu the parlia
(jiiiemary report on the massacre of
the Jews at tiiaiysioi; is mat mere
, was no religious
hatred of the Jews
Uiuone the neaceful Russian popula- tion. The fighting was confined to the
( notice,
the troons and the "b ack hun- 5
dred" on the one side and the Jews
and revolutionists on the other. The
found
narllamentary
commission
overwhelming evidence that the out
break was deliberately planned. After
the rioting had been started it was ai
rected by the police and supported by
the troops, who fired only at the Jews
and at Jewish houses.
Why Aland Islands Occupied.
The occupation by Russia of the
Aland Islands, between Finland ana
Sweden, the Associated Press is off!
dally Informed, Is one of the meas
ures taken to prevent the smuggling
of arms and ammunition through Hn
land into Russia, and there la no In
tentlon of violating the treaty of Paris
in 1856 by rebuilding the fortifications
at Bomarsund, destroyed by the Brit
ish fleet durina the Crimean war. The
military force sent to the islands con
sists of U few. hundred marines and
infantry, who are living in tents.
St. Petersburg.

i
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WRITES TO

German Ship Distanced People of Arizona Urging
the French by Eleven
That They Vote For
Hours in Time.
Statehood.

Frederick That action to American
Civilization-Tamma- ny
Mas
William Has Given Birth
Great Blowout.
to Fine Boy.

Crown
5)

TRIAL AM)

ROOSEVELT

ON THE FOURTH

This Brought Out Fully Hamilton, Ohio, Dedi
cates Monument to
in the Report to
Soldiers, Sailors
Parliament.
ROJESlVtNSKY

PRESIDENT

IN ATHLETICS

I

OYSTER BAY

GOVERNMENT

NUMBER 1G2

Endorse Democrats.

:

New York, July 4. William Huge,
president ot the Commercial Travel-- '
t
league, today sent a
ei s'
lettt r to President Roosevelt, Inviting
him to preside ut a reception to WllBryn in mis city upon mis
arrival from Europe early In, SeptemHoge, In the letter, explained
ber.
that the league is not a democratic
or partisan organization In any sense.
and that the organization regards
Roosevelt as being as much opposed
to trusts as Is Bryan.
Aii'l-Trus-

j

And Pacspri Mnre Imnnrtant Legislation Thanilia"'
Did Any Other Session in Twenty-Fiv- e
Years-S- till
More to Follow.
Washington, I). C. July 4. Mote ticipated that they will collie lip for
popular and Important legislatkon has consideration next winter, and it will
been secured from the session of con- cause some surprise if several ol
gress Just ended than can be credited them are not added to the list of bills
to any congress for the past twenty-fiv- I assed.
The Philippine tariff mil is to be
years. Most of It Is due to the
strong and urgent influence of lresi-den- t given very special attention, mid th"
Roosevelt backed by Irresistible Santo Domingo treaty likewise. It Is
'on the administration program also
public opinion.
To the credit of accomplishment 't? havo the government take possession of all coal and oil lands riot now
the president and the people have:
in private ownership,
to hold
Railway rate legislation.
tln.;i for future exigencies.
Pure f Kid legislation.
lu case there Is another coal strike
Meat inspt ciion.
or the oil trust Incomes oppressive,
Lock canal determined.
it is the president's plan to have the
Free alcohol for the arts.
tederal government operate the govImmigration reform.
ernment
al fields.
Consular reform.
Employers' liability law.
The railway rale lull is regarded as
"Immunity hath" amendment.
the most important piece of legislaAlasUan dclcgaie and other Alas- tion passed. The president does not
kan legislation
regard it as a perfect law. by any,
Statehood for Oklanoma.
t Ufied.
means, but he is quite well
Presidential
travel allowance tf and is particularly well picassi d 'hat
$25,OUD.
n start has been made.
Care of Confederate graves.
AH tills legUUitlon was recommendNext, to the rale bill the pure food
ed in the resident's last massage to and the lieveriuge meat inxrectlon
congress, or in peciai messages sent lulls are regarded as ot the highest
to congrtss since the session beitan. importance.
In one or two instances some unimThe tree alcohol law was the subportant detans remain to make the ject of a special message recommendlegislation complete and formal, but ation, coming in i an incident to the
most it the aliove list is perfected message transmuting the GarfUhl re-- ,
statute bearing the president's sig- port n Standard Oil.
nature, and ready tor enforcement.
The president recommended the
employers liability bill, but the acBut President Roosevelt ha not tual battle was foutjht by Senator
had things ail hi own way. There
who held the wnatc up by
is a shoiter list n things refused by the tail until It was ready to say "yes."
congress, namely:
This bill affects the rights of a in...-ioPhilippine taritf legislation.
or mere railway employes.
Santo Domingo treaty ratification.
Tlie lock canal wai urged by the
InIncreased naval appropriation.
resident In a special message, in
cluding a big ba tleship.
which he
that it was imposGovernment appeal from ft
sible for i. i id to dig until congrtss detourt d.vifions liu,- tllat i Judge termined tthai kind of a anal i
Humphreys in the beef trust case.
sh llld lie.
Some ot the lietns included In this
Tile tepublioin leaders expect to
second list are not regarded as lost profit in!i:ical!y by the record of con
causes. Tin y could not be heciired xreMi. They will
the return of a
fritn 'he session of congress
just republican majority at the congressfor the reason that ional dec ion t hi- - t ill on the st r. ng' h
it seemed b
legislative strategy i f the passage of nil the principal legfer
!o concentrate on the railroad rate islation asked by he popular Hoo-e- r two other lulls
It is an veit.
at. I on
e

.

clo.ved--piinelpal- !y

'

ic

July 4. President
so anxious for Arizona
to become a state that he has written
a personal letter to his old friend,
Mark A. Rogers, urging the people to
vote to be admitted with New Mexico.
The letter .4 ts lollowsr
Washington, D. C. June 27, 1906.
Dear Mark A. Kogers, Secretary Arizona Statehood Association, Tucson,
Tucson.

Roosevelt-I-

Ariz.,

s

Ariz.
My earnest hope is that the people
of the territory of Arizona In their
wisdom vUl decide to enter the Union

as a part of the great state of AriNo man can foretell what will
appen tndhe future; but it is my belief that if the people of Arizona let
thU ctivnce go by they will have to
wait many years before the chance
again offers Itself, and even then it
probably will be only on the present
terms that is, on condition of being
Joined with New Mexico.
CANADA LOST OUT IN
If the people of Arizona come in
CHALLENGE CUP CONTEST
Tlonluv Iitlv 1 In (ha jaml.flnnl ' now, they will achieve what every
American ought to
for the grand challenge cup today.
Trinity Hall, Cambridge, beat the wish to achieve that is, the right of
Argonauts, Canada, by half a length. self government. If they refuse what
line, 7 minutes and
seconds. The Is proffered them, and whnt in my
Club NautUiue
de Gand, Belgium, opinion Is proffered on the only proper
heat the third Trinity by two lengths. and permissible terms, they condemn
Time, 7 minutes and 83 seconds. The themselves to Indefinite cotitlmiartco
Gelgians and Trinity Hall will thus of tho rendition of territorial tutelage.
I have a peculiar affection for the
contest In the final.
people tf the lour tetrltorles which,
under the act ot congress that I havo
INTERNATIONAL TENNIS
CHAMPIONSHIP WON. Just signed, now have an opportunity
Wlmbledcn, July 4. K. U Doherty to enter as two states Into our federal
again won the international tennis union. These territories are .filled
championship today, defeating F. L. with men and wonu'n of the stamp for
rewhldi I grew to fsel so hearty
BlBley by 3 to 1.
gard an) respect during the years that
'
I myself lived and .worked on the
AMERICAN BASF. BALL
RUNAWAY MINE CAR
GAMES ON THE FOURTH. great plains and In the Rocky mountains. P. was front these four territorNational League.
KILLS THIRTEEN MEN At PittsburgR. H.E. ies tLat I re iced the regiment with
which J tooh- part In. the Cuban camChicago
ps gn. xtSMteJiu' n ti.ii r no ulrcuni-stanc- es
0 1 4
Pittsburg ;
would 1 r.dvise the piopie. of
these territories to do anything that I
Parly of People Were Hold
American League.
II. II E. considered to be ngalnst either their
At Washington
I feet
ing Celebration When
8 13 0 moral or material
Washington
1 9 4 thu; for them now to le.ttse to come
Boston
as states would be at
R. II. E. lit'o the L'nion folly.
the Runaway
At Philadelphia
mere
3 6 2 the best
Phlladelpnla
Very wisely the people of Oklahoma
1 8 2
New lork
and Indian territory, and, I believe,
CAR LEFT THE TRACK AND DAUGHTER OF GERMAN '
the people of New Mexico also, have
IRONMASTER WILL WED, abandonel the attitude which forbade
Essen. Prussia. July 4. The en tho'r assuming the great privileges
Is announced of Barbara and responsibilities of full American
Dashed Into the Crowd of Merry gagement
I can not express too
Krupp, daughter cl the late owner of citizenship.
the great Iron works, Frederick Alfred heartily my hope that the people of
makers With a Most
Krupp, to Baron Tllo Von Wllmowskl, Arizona, exercising- their sober secson of the governor of Prussian Sax- ond thought, will come to look at the
Horrible Result.
ony. Frauiein Barbara is presnmably matter In the same light.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
worth $12,600,000.
Altoona, Ph., July 4. Investigation
today of tho runaway car accident
JUDGE ABBOTT
car I'ont.go last nignt showed that FILES AFFIDAVIT
thlrtec.i men ct a party holding
celebration along the track were
IN CHAMBERS
IN HUBBELL CASE
killed. The car was going at great
speed and left tho track on u curve
plunging into the crowd of merry
makers. The scene at the wreck was Quo Warranto Proceedings in Overrules Demurrer
in the
horrible, the bodies of seven men
being ground into the earth and he
Gunsul-Pag- e
Case-Ot- her
Suit to Estabheads crushed flat. All the dead wet
Arabia 's. An investigation to ascer
Court Matters.
lish Title to Office.
tain who started tho car on its wild
flight Is being made.
zona.
1

-

.i.rN.ir..c.l l'l

.

well-bein-

g.

Ex-Sheri-

ERYAND AND McCLELLAN
DOMINICAN CUTTERS
MOVES COURT FOR RULE ON ARMIJO CONDEMNATION SUIT PROCEEDINGS
DID NOT MEET IN LONDON.
HAVE BEEN ORDERED,
4.
no
London, July
There has been
Brooklyn, N. Y., July 4. One of the
meeting betweeu William J. Bryan naval constructors on duty at the
Judge Abbott yesterday overruled
W. B. Chllders yesterday filed In
f New York, Brooklyn
and Mayor McClellan
navy yard will have some the office of the district clerk, s at- the demurrer entered by the counsel
reThey will isith attend a
M far.
additional tasKs under the War Ie- - torney for Thomas S. Hubbell, an af- for defendant In the case of Maynard
ception given ,y Ambassador White-la- paruiie.it.
A contract
has
lcen fidavit setting forth that his client (Jtinsiil vs. Gregory Page, in which the
Re id thUai'ternoon and a dinner awarded to Lewis Nixon's firm for the has been unlawfully deprived cf the pjalntiff alleges that he purchased an
hy the Aanerican society tonight. construction of four venue cutters In
office of sheriff of Bernalillo county. electric light plant from Iage on the
Il is mil pro'.Kible that any formal; tended for the Dominican service, to by Perfect a Arraljo. and asks that a nsjreemini Unit he, Page, would not
coufeitp.ee fur discussing ''o'.'.tlcs will be paid for, presumably, out of the rule be made upon Armljo that he reengage in such business In that
occur. lli.t.fT said this morning that1 funds of that republic.
The plans show cause why a writ of quo war- city, and thin defendant has broken
ue might meet some of his political contemplate vessels 75 feet long, fit ranto should not be flkd against him his agreement
by
tne
thejef-teisotriends. including members of
electric light business.
gasoline engines, the com for usurping the office of sheriff.
with
leu
:
con-(lull of Cnicago, on the
Attorney Dohsvin, for the defendant,
ship to be two of
plemer' of ea-The affidavit is accompanied by the
tinem later. He agited that his hcov-- and ten men. The Navy De following
gen set tip . ii at such agreement was in
attorney
motion
of
the
.
friends bad not come to Europe ts-- parinietit Las I en asked by the War
conflict with the territorial laws govof the territory:
peclaily to meet mm. but a they hap- Department to detail a naval con- eral
erning restraint of tra.e. The deReid,
a'torney
C.
W.
comes
Now
pened to be coming ibis Kid. of the' structor to inspect the work during
of the territory of New Mex- fense Is to get its answer In by Sat- Atlantic, lie had arranged to b e Its progress, anil Naval Constructor general
)
presents to the court the af urday.
ico,
and
them; Hi win held unoihcr Informal V. .1. Baxter, the bead of the deart-ineB. Chllders on behalf
W.
fidavit
of
rec t,iii::i at the Motel Cecil t.day,
of construction and repair at of relators,
wan enConfession of judgment
Thomas S. Hubbell,
lr.atr. .Americans calling on liim.
the Brooklyn navy yard, has been in- (barging that one Perfecto Armljo tered y sterday for $193 in the atstructed to designate one of his as- mis usurped and Is r,till usurping the tachment suit of E. J. Post & Co..
WHAT KANSAS POPULISTS
sistants to make these periodical in- office of sheriff of Bernalllio county. pgainsl M. C. .Westhrooke.
MY CONCLUDE TO DO spections.
to which said office Thomas S. Hub- was dismissed, and attachment reTopel.a. Kas., July 4. When the
bell was duly elected and qualified, leased. The BUit was for $545. which
populist state convention was called CHICAGO BAKERIES
and is entitled to the possession included $175.11 due for goods sold
UNSANITARY.
fight
ARE
principal
in;
today
the
to order
thereof and to discharge the duties and m iiey on a promissory note.
sight seemed to be as lo whether or' Chicago. July t Mm sleeping be- thereof, ami to receive the fcs and
(he
name
a
state
full
patty slioelil
not
filed suit yesEdwin Schanadore
side their ovens and pastry tables, emoluments
thereto belonging: and
ticket. At a c;u:cns of the leaders toilet rooms vent ilai ins Into bakeries, moves the court for a rule upon the terday for divorce from his wife,
last night it was decided to recom- - lack of wahm;:
facilities these said Perfecto Armijo to show cause Anna Schanadore.
mend that he convention should make: were some f ihe things found 1y m a day fixed by the court why an
any
no endorsement of
other state Chief Sanitary Inspector Hedrlck In information In the nature of quo
In ti'io mutter of the condemnation
ticket us a whole However, the con- - his investigation Into the multitudin- warranto should not je filed against proceedings brought by the Eastern
Chicago.
railway of New Mexico, better known
ventlon may endorse some of the ous bake shops of
ti i m for usurping
said office.
Democratic candidate
W. C. REID,
as the Helen cut-ofto secure right
OVERDUE STEAMER HAS
Attorney General of the Territory of of way through Valencia county, the
MANSTRONG IDEALS Or
BEEN HEARD FROM.
court ordered that the defendants In
.New jltxleo.
HOOD AND A SQUARE DEAL."
suit he paid the
the condemnation
W. B. CHILDERS,
New York. July 4 The Faber line
sum or
24O.80.
New York. July 4 When the Jacob steamer. America, which sailed from
A. B. McMii.LK.M,
A. Riis house, in Henry
on the Marseilles on June 3, via St. MichAttorneys for Relat ir.
Arthur A. Staali. of Oklahoma City.
;('... wni-is being renovated aels, and the Aores, for New York,
The atiblavit sets forth ai some
ea:!
of Mr. Okla. and Julius Staab of Albuquerand enlarged, reopens October 27, It and tor whose safety anxiety was bngth all the particulars
was twelve days over- nubbeU's removal by (iovernor Otero que, have liled an action in the disMill have a fine new gymnasium, built felt, as
ftiee against Mariano K.
hi an expense of $!."'". by Resident due, arrived a' Bermuda today In tow from the oftleo and position of sher- trict clerk's
Roosevelt's frieni'a and equipped and of another steamer, supiosed to be iff nd the issuing of a commission Sena and Ziilenu R d Sena, with
endowed by the pupils of half a dozen the Itiniiamaie. trom Cirgenti. The as sheriff to Perfecto Armljo, all f Rcnehan and Thompson of Santa Pe,
will
public schorls.
It
bear the msfhlnery of the Ann rlca had been which Is alleged to have been con- attorneys for tho plaintiffs. Plaintiffs asK for damages amounting to
trary to tne rights of Mr. Hubbell.
president's name and will stand, Riis llisubled.
say-- ,
llio. with interest at 12 per cent from
fir "strong ideals of manhood
B. P. Nubour, a well 'known stock January ju. 1!(5, until paid, and ask
Boston Wool Market.
and a square deal." It is being built
July 4. Market is man sf Lincoln county. Is In 'he city that they Je empowered to sell real
Boston, Mass
in a back yard settlement where the
;
!
of defendants
for a few weeks, the guest of Mr. and estate and premise
receipts
children
ihe nelghiioi hood played steady and
and recover attorneys' fees and cost.
years ajro
Mrs. A. I. Johnson.
g;-c-
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PAGE TWO.

m ivtftifiG ciiiztn
Tt Citizen
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Weekly

EVENING CITIZEN.

DO
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Publisklflf Compaajr

WEDNESDAY. JULY

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If no, we can seeare it for yoc by a tmall

wanUcUnTh!

Evening CitlZlO.

ItonlycoiU

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

One Cent Per Word Insertion

ii

Kr

TT

try m.a,
tv

aw

OfMt

Copyright, 1906, by the Newspaper Enterprise Association.
The bells are
In Amity town,
With a
and
A? over the hills from the farms we troop down,
Wagon and foot into Amity town
And the bells calling
'Tls the Fourth o' July, "tie the Fourth o' July,
Dew on the grass and blue In the sky,
Fun for a day and labor laid by
And all of us with the dawning.
Then, over the shoulder o' Tumbledick hill,
Tom, Joe and Henry and Johnnie and Bill,
We patter down barefoot to Amltyville,
And we come In the shank o' the morning!
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clnng-lty-don-
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Capital
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ALBUQUKHQUK

Wantem tJslon r total Tele- for an A. D. T. maejMr
e
boy, and
your ad with the caab to The Citlisn offlca, or
direct, or ealL and the ad will appear aooordag to your wlah.
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and yew can rely upon It. aa we have wot falltd before, that your
money Is not thrown away. We have also rtntad hundreds of hoitees
hy ow want ada,
well a ald nearly everything wi have advtr-Moe- d
rough them.
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Surplus, $100,000

tale-phon-

g.

IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
employment of any kind, 'phone,
call, or write Abraham's Employment office, 120 West Silver aveTurn
iw Orroa U1 fc Mlnn4 htatU.
&
nue, at the Elite cafe. .'Phones, On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horaet
Str Mktln iat f M at
r
rtr.
pm
.w s i
Automatic. 379; Colorado. 289.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOU8H
llrpllilig ItUi Midi IiiTi m iyyllcttlOD
WANTKD.
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
as low as $10.00 and as high
WANTED
A young lady cashier for as $200.00. Loans are quickly nad
:
HH aaafar
mm
fcr
tlfh
penny
tomkr
! t Ik pim,
amusement parlor. Call July and strictly private.
mt
ore
Time:
9, at 216V4 South Second street.
11 bttm4iwlllniii - M W
month to one year given. Goods reOompamt.
Cm rat ftmuHin
Drift. Aw, there is Dudley Doty with a girl along; Oh, there is Bonnie Bassett, and WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanmain in your possession. Our rates
m and axat
clothing. No. 515 South First street, are reasonable. Call and see us beMyaala a
a girt s with htm,
south of viaduct. Send address and fore borrowing.
And there's his pretty sister tagging White-shi- rt
Jim,
wdll call. R, J. Sweenev, proprietor.
THE3 HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
And they're losing all the ginger of the morning.
I S3
V'ANTED Saleswoman, young; must Steamship tickets to and from all
Verfomarl
Calorado
parts of the world.
be experienced, and able to speak
For what's the good of a girl along, a girl along, a girl nlong?
Spanish. Only parties
Rooms t and 4, Grant BIdg.
with all
What's the sense of a girl along,
qualifications and capable, need apWest Railroad Ate.
Ready to fuss and to cry?
tliPRIVATE
Extends to Depositors eyery propar Accommodation, and 8ollclts New
ply. Write and send references ImOFFICES.
'Cause nothing goes right and ev'rything's wrong
Acconnts Capital, $160,000.00.
Open
mediately,
comEvening.
to the John Becker
When you're tugging a cry-bagirl along
pany, Beien, N. M.
Oh, this Is the time when a girl can't belong
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
It's the Amity Fourth of July.
Special Correspondence.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
FOR RENT.
Kansas City, Mo., Jnly 2. Total
FOR
T Furnished nouse of inrea
SOLOMON
REN
LTJNA.
President;
W. S. Strlckier, V. P. and Cashier; V.
The cannons are booming In Amity town,
LAWYERS.
rooms and oath, ins John street.
cattle and calf receipts last week, 30,-0J. JOHNSON, AsbL Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J,
boofity bum!
With a boofity-ban- g
a
and
BsJdridg. Solo- FOR RENT Five-roohead, of which 19,000 were In the
modern brick
Ira M. Bona.
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. CromwelL '
The flfers and drummers come
down
.
ATTORNET-AT-LAWavhouse forsrent. 800 E. Silver
82 P street
quarantine division and 5,000 ware
All through the. streets of Amity town,
enue.
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
,'
rumpity, dun dum, dum!
calve, equally divided in the quaranDEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHI90N, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RY.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
'Tls the Fourth of July, and the goose hangs high,
tine, and native divisions. This lefta
houseketplng.
416
South Third letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Never such a sight for a guggling eye
the 'supply ot natives small, and buy-erstreet.
R. W. D. Bryan.
As the Ancients and Horribles tittuping by,
had some difficulty in securing
ATTORNET-AT-LAW."
Albuquer
FOR RENT Four-rooWith tatters and flitters adorning.
modern house
the requisite percentace of good to
at 1004 South Broadway. Apply a: que. N. M. Office, First National
The crackers are sputtering, string after string,
choice best steers. Prices advanced
Bank building.
1008 South Broadway.
And, oh, how the giant old busters do sing!
25 to 35 cents during the week on fair
I'd buy a whole barrelful, were I a king,
E. W. Dobson.
to good killing cattle of' all descripFOR RENT Large, cool rooms for
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice Cram
For it's Fourth o' July In the morning.
light housekeeping; rent reasonable.
tions; stockers and feeders were 15
were
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
524 West Railroad avenue
to 25 cents higher, veal calves
today
on,
Is
Ben Bassett FOR RENT A
and there
ALBUQUHRQTJ1B, N. If.
Aw, there Is Dudley Doty with a girl hitched
25 to 50 cents lower. The run
house; bath.
DENTISTS.
la 13.000 head, nearly hnlf in the quartoo!
with a
conlight
electric
and
other
modern
with pretty Sister Sue,
antine division; market steady to And Jim is
veniences. 624 West Tijeras aveDR. J. E. KRAFT,
strong on fair to good stufT, steady to For he's missing half the ructions o' the morning!
omean e4 Dl rectos.
nue.
Dental 8urgeon.
weak oa common cattle. Straight
15
JOSHUA S.TNOLI)a
16. Grant block, over
Rooms
three-rooiand
..
FOR
RENT
The
President
a
house
tograss Kansas steers sold at $4.t5
There are slathers of prizes in Amity town,
......
.
814
Ttee Preekleat
J;.,
South Arno street, $12 per the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
HIr
day, and Indian grass steers are gellFor the pig, greasy pole and all o' the rest.
by
Both
'phones. Appointments made
month. Address, Highlands, Citl
Cashier
ing In the quarantine division at $3.90
Aw, what if they laugh why, they laughed at the c":
...
mall.
zen office.
AMkstaat Casnter
to $4.50. Ha yfed horned Colorado,
When the circus was showing in Amity town
H.
F.
,
RAYWOtJJa
, 1X
Director
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. 8.
FOR RENT Three .arge rooms for
from Ouray, sold at $5.23 last week,
And a clown ls'as big as the best.
Office
No. 308 Railroad avenue.
light housekeeping; also two large
and other fed steers from Arkansas
So what should care It's the Fourth of July,
V. a XHCPOSTTORT.
ad:be rooms; rent reasonable. Mrs. hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:20
valley at $5.23 and $5.36, prices 25 to
The others are In it, and I'll have a try.
H. E. Rutherford, 517 South Broad- p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
40 cents above expectations at time of
money
got
buy
win,
to
And I'll
for I've
to have
polntments made by mail.
way.
Autaortaed OapUal
shipping. Cattle have not set started
So all of you fellowB take warning!
TJp Capital, Surplus aa4 Profit
Paid
FOR
from the great range country, with the
350,00jW
stunt,
n
doing
goes
PHYSICIANS.
Whee, there
the pig and lie's
J?ALe"
eiceptlon of veal calves. Generous
"Dandy"'
Twenty-fiv- e
In
yaggers have Joined
FOR
the hunt,
SALE A
bicycle
Depositor tee Atchison, Topek A fjanta Fa Railway Oompaay
DR. R. L. HUST,
rains over the corn belt have again
cheap. Inquire at the Alvarad
Hooray, though, for me, for I've gaffled the runt
fallen during last v eek, and the strong
barber shop.
I'm a spry, early robin this morning !
BIdg.
Office,
N. T. Armijo
prices for finisher! cattle are naturally
e
FOR SALE A
gasoline enTuberculosis treated with
enticing many farmers and feeders Aw, look at Dudley Doty, .with his
girl,
ho could do it
gine,
all
complete.
J.
Palmer,
F.
Electrical Current and Gerinto making calculations for next seac
501 North First street.
what I've Just done.
micide. Treatments given each day
son.
But he's losing all the money and missing all the fun,
4
nurse
a.
m.
8
p.
m.
to
Trained
FOR SALE A handsome Hardman from
Fairly liberal mutton receipts last
went and took a girlie In the morning.
piano. In fine condition and almost in attendance. Both 'phones.
week, 33,000 head, resulted in lower 'Cause he
new, at a bargain.
OK. W. G. SHADRACH,
For partlcjpriec sfor all but thi best ones, and
Gee!
See the rockets in Amity town!
lars, can at this office.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
the run of 9,000 today is also selling
Pop
Pop
Whish!
Whlsh!
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose S
FOR SALE- - 1 flm-ciasduuolo-ba- r
weak to 10 cents lower. Texas,
CAPITAL
gown!
long
Fairies
Throat,
a
tail to their
and
that have
$100,000.00
reled.
sbMgun; bran new
ton a and native sheep and Texas
SURPLUS AND PROFITS
Ain t it a shame that they have to come down?
.
20,000.00
never has been used; one of th Occullst and Aurist tor Santa Fe cnab
goats are pretty evenly divided in the
Office,
lines.
Railroad
Pop
West
Fizz,
313H
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
receipts, Arizona showing best qual
avenue.
BANK
THIS
painting
OPENED
sky,
FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
f If thft Fourth ft' July andthy're
the
flee for particulars.
ity as a rule, Texas sheep lacking
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
With red, .white and blue till it dazzles youreye.
Five-rooWe Invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
quality in the last week, native much
SALE
FOR
house
frame
p.
n
my!"
good
murmur
"Oh,
to sit down and just
And it's
business growth of this bank aince its organization:
mixed, goatg selling nearly steady, at
with orchard, two acres of ground;
For it seems awful long since the dawning.
UNDERTAKER.
$3.30 to $3.70. Texas muttons sold
one
block
Twelfth
from
Deposits
street
car
at the end of first day
$10,466.92
And It seems well, I reckon It seems 'sort o' still;
today at $5.50, Arizona wethers $5.55
line; In coming residence portion Auto, 'phone 316.
Deposits at the end of first week
Colo. Red 115.
19,173.00
Tom, Joe and Bill
o'
got
of
I've
kind
tired
top
$3.
$6.00,
spring
native
and
lambs
of the Rowlands. Good investment.
Deposits at the end of first month
A. BORDERS,
3LS21.82
I guess I'll got home out o" Amltyville,
And
very
large
Outlet is
909 North Eleventh street.
for all classes of
Deposits at the end of first six months
92i75o!l3
Commercial Club Building. Black
Cause It ain t at Is was In the morning.
mutton, and a restriction in receipts
Deposits at the end of first year
i .. .169,061.80
hearse, $5.
FOR SALE Stock and timber ranch;
white
and
will be followed
immediately by
Deposits at the end of eighteen months
about 700 acres fenced; 30 head of
298,320.31
ARCHITECTS.
stronger prices. Nothing from Utah Aw, there goes Dudley Doty with his girl hitched on, there goes Bennie BasDeposits at the end of two years
t
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
377 332 37
got
one!
sett,
HE'S
and
or the northwest yet.
Deposits June 18, 1906
.i .434 502 31
faming implements. Two
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
But I'll bet a ginger cookey they ain't had a mite of fun,
houses, tarn, and large corral. Only ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
OFFICERS:
For they hadn't any money In the morning.
STOCK SALES
O. N. MARRON. Pres.
two miles from railroad. Adjoining Albunuerquo. N. M. Both 'phones.
J. B. HERN DON Cashier. 0
WM. FARR, Vice Ties.
S
government reservation.
ROY jIcDOXALD, Asst. Cashier.
Plenty ot
The road looks lonesome from Amity town,
CIVIL ENGINEER.
water. Price, $4,500. Easy terms.
Special Correspondence.
plod!
Plodlty, plod!
Plodity,
OCDXZCXICZXCCZXC3 OO
X. Peach & Co., real estate dealers,
,
Kansas City, Mo., June 29.
J. R.
It ain't as It was when I came down
212 West Gold avenue.
were some sales of Texas,
Bulldlns;.
Room
Armijo
N.
T
if..
me
Amity
in
town
It's dark behind
and New Mexico sheep here this
STRAYED.
Shuffle and plod plod plod!
NOTARY PUBLIC.
week:
I could meet
wish
I
I
of
Oh,
sort of I kind
STRAYED Maltese kitten, from the
Monday, June 25.
Thos. K. D. Mrddlson,
f
neighborhood of Fourtn and Coal.
Someone that well, that was smiling and sweet
Campbell & Francis, Flagstaff, Ariz..
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 'Watt
s anxious to help me to eat
Someone
410
that
return
Reward
for
South
to
yearlings, 94
2126 wethers
and
Gold
avenue.
My candy, and wouldn't be scorning
Fourth street.
pounds. $6.50; 1264 spring lambs, 71
9
To walk the way back over Tumbledick hill.
VETERNINARI AN.
pounds, $7.S5.
MONTE CARLO
And talk aliout things with a right hearty good will,
Morgan Brady. Te3s, 267 ewes. 74
Dr. F. L. 8chnelder.
CAPITAL STOCK, $2,500,000.00
And bind up my finger that's hurting' me still
Ittmnds, $4.35; 250 wethers, 69 pounds,
The undersigned has opened a first-clas-s
Office, 424 North Second street.
Since 1 burned it so bad In the morning.
$4 60.
saloon, name of which is the Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
Noelka, San Aneglo, Texas, 1992
Carlo," at 115 W. Railroad ave- Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.
Jim; why, there is pretty "Monte
There's the pretty sister of White-shi- rt
wethers, 83 pounds, $5.35; 471 goats, Why-y-y- !
nue,
invites the public to call
and
blue!
sister, and she's scared most
HAIR WORK."
82 pounds, $3.65.
and see him. The saloon will be cons
Smart, Brady, Texas, 154 goats, 66 It was wicked, pretty sister, to run away from you
In
the
order,
ducted
and
puffs, etc., made to oi"
Switche?..
morning!
DON,f PAY RENT
rounds, $3.70; 154 goats, 79 pounds, And I'll say so to your brother in the
oest of treatment accorded patrons.
der from combings. Call Monday
$3.00.
evA fine free lunch will be served
Tuesday
Mrs.
forenoons.
E.
II.
and
girl's
'Cause it's awfully nice whea a girl's along, a girl's along, a
Tuesday, June 26.
ery SaUrday night.
L. VNDA.
Rutherford, 517 South Broadway,
along!
o
F. Armstrong. Roswell. N. M., 1102
iY.
S
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.
The night ain't as dark with a girl along
a
Twnty Year Battle.
wethers, 87 ipounds, $5.50.
Ariz., 509
There's a light in her rouglsh eye.
Flagstaff,
"I was a loser In a twenty year batHutchlns,
Also Agent for The Continental Casualty Company, cf Chicago. III. S
and Mechanical Engineer.
And the stars like eavesdroppers squeeze and throng
tle wit'a chronic piles and malignant Electrical
wethers and yearlings, 102 pounds.
.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
sores, tmtil 1 tried Bucklen's Arnica
Over our heads as we stroll along
$6.55.
Auto. Phone 291. First Nat'l Bank BIdg., Albuquerque, N. Mexico 9
and gasoline engines a specialty.
Flagstaff.
Campbell & Francis.
With a bit of a Joke and a snatch of a song
Salve: which turned the tide, by cur-lu- g Gas
both, till not a trace remains," 906 Wtfst Railroad avenue. AutoFrom the Amity Fourth o' July.
Arii., 1942 wethers end yearlings 90
pounds, $6.5a.
writes A. M. Bruce, of Farmvil'e, Va. matic 'phone, 179.
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
Best for old L'leers, Cuts, Burns and
Sherman. San Angelo, Texas, 48
aUieep, 86 pounds, 5..j.
Wounds. 25c at all druggists.
5 "OLD RELIABLE"
H. R. WHITING,
or
ESTABLISHED 1171
Codalr. Brady, Texas, 489 goats. 79
H. R. Whiting noi has his office at No. 119 South Second street. First
pounds, 3.6.
.
L
0
National Bank building,
No. 119 South Seejiul street, in the
Wednesday, June 27.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First National !anll lyiiUling, where
F. Armstrong, Roswell, X. M., 743
Examiner and abstractor of land
he can lie found by those desiring
wethers, 86 pounds. $3.33 241 feed
S
work in his liin?, such as examining titles, including those of Spani.ii and 1
era, 82 pounds, $4.3o.
ami making' abstracts of land titles. Mexican origin.
Hart. Brady, Texas, 231 goats, 79
Including Spanish and Mexican origin
(rounds, $3.60.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Mr. Whiting is ulso the United States
Provisions '
Thursday, June 28.
4
commissioner for this district.
Ackrey Bros., Carlsbad, X M., 95
0
Department
of
the
Interior,
$5.65.
United
wethers, 90 ixiunds,
Exclusive Stork ot Staple Groceries 4
States Land Office, Santa Fe, New 2 Carries the Largest and InMost
Why
The Old Family Physician:
Friday, June 29.
the
Southwest.
6
hello, Willie. How
Mexico, June 29, 1906.
are yon this
Ackrey Bros., Carlsbad, N. M.. 117
hereby
given
is
morning?
Notice
fol
that
wethers, - pounds, $5.50.
the
Wise Little Willie: I ain't goin' f lowing named claimant has filed no
MERCHANT TAILORING
FARM AND
CHEAP RATES FOR
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No
tell you.
tice of his intention to make final
209 West Railroad avenue, Is pre
FOURTH OF JULY
The O. F. P.: You're not? Anil whv proof in support of his claim under
RAIL! DAD AVENUE
ALBUQUESUX. N. M.
pared to give thorough scalp treat UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
.sections lt ami 17 of the act of March
,
not?
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM1S!M,
(26
3.
ment, do balr dressing, treat corns
My
W.
L.
854),
says
Stats.,
It
W.:
ma
as
costs
amended
$2
will be sold at one fare for
Tickets
ly the act cf February 21. 1893, (27
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
tho round trip to all points east and every time we talk to you.
gives massage treatment and manlcur
Mats., 4.oi. and that said proof will
or
is
one-wa- y
rate
where
south
TAKING IT EASY.
My merchant tailoring siiop Is upYe Editor Stopped.
lug. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
be made before the probate clerk at
lxis
N.
on
no difficulty with plumbing
There's
M.,
a
of complexion cream. builds up the stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- less.
Lunas.
It
only
of
few
day
the loth
weeks since
semis
fare for round trip to all points George
Messenger left here to go to August, lHiui, viz., Jacobo Chavez, In
akin and Improves the complexion, nue, where 1 solicit the patronage of onOne
when
interonce
it's properly attended to.
and
Needles
Hue
to
coast
and la guaranteed not to be tnjurl the public. AH work guaranteed first-clus- mediates points. Special amusements Deg Moines, and what was our as-- ' behalf of the Tielrs of Juana M. C. de
Our materials, facilities and skilled
Chavez,
as I have had fifteen years' exous. Siie also prepares a hair tonl
No.
deceased,
C.
Monday
for
the
H.
came
S.
tonishment
in
when he
Flagstaff. Ariz., consisting of races,
workmen all combine to make a bath
that cures and prevents dandruff am perience in the business. Suits made at
and introduced his wile, who used to 42S, livs 1 and 2, In sections 23. 35
and ball games.
room outfitted by us a constant source(
lie
Coopt
Miss
r of Deg Moines. George and 36, township 7 norta, range 2
ualr falling out; restores life to deai to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana parades
Re3 and 4.
July
on
sale
Tickets
liair; removes moles, warts and su- repaired. The specific I use will not turn limit, July 5.
works f.ir the Rock Island in the east.
of
cleanliness, r.ealth and pleasure.
He names the following witnesses
perfluous hair. Also a face powder, ' Injure the cloth. Indies' garments
freight department and N a steady
T. K. PUHDY, Agent.
Quotations on bath tubs and other apadboy. We do not understand how he to pr.'ve his actual
continuous
freckle cure and pimple cure and pilt also cleaned and walking skirts made
o
pliances freely am ihetrfu.iy given.
got such a nice looking girl f . r a verse imsseiision of said tract for
cure. All of these preparations ar to order. Give me a trial.
Modest Claims Often Carry the Most wife. Washington. (Ia.) Democrat.
twenty years next, preceding the surO. BAMBINI.
purely vegetable compounds. Have
We carry the finest line of Garden
Conviction.
vey of the township, viz.:
Just added a vibrator machine for
Hose in the city.
A Trag;: Finish.
Jo-- e
(i. Chavez, of Valencia. N. M.;
When Maxim, the famous gun intreatment of scalp, face end cure ot
P
A watchman's
iiculect permitted a ventor, placed bis gnu before a
Jesus Sum-hey Alarid, of Valencia,
wrinkles. It is also used for rheumaleak in the great North Sea dyke,
N. M.; Uregorlo Aragon, of Valencia,
of Judges, bo stated its carrytism, pains and massage.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.
which a child's finger could have stopand CURE
LUNC8 X. M ; Pu!'.carpi Sanchez, cf Peralta,
ing power to bu much below what be
ped, to become a ruinous break,
X. M.
Old Chronic Sores.
felt sure the gun would accomplish.
Auto phone, 671. Colo., Red 284.
an entire province of Hol- The result of the trial therefore was
As a dressing for old chronic sores
Any peifcnn who desires to protest
WITH
r,
there is nothing so good as Chamber-Iain'- s land. In like manner Kenneth
a great surprise, Instead of disapMiiit the allowance of said proof,
of Hiicelioto. Me., permitted a pointment.
or wlio knows ot any substantial reaSalve. While it is not advisable
It is the same with the
son umit r the laws and regulations of
to heal old sores entirely, they should little colli to go 'unnoticed until a manufacturers of Chamberlain's Colic,
be kept in good condition, for which tragic finish whs only averted by Dr. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. They
the int.rlor department why such
N A Tl E AND CHICAGO LUMBER
plrnf tlioiilil not lie allowed, wlh be
this salve is especially valuable. For King's New Discovery. lie wri;es: do not publicly boast of all this remrONSUMPTION
Pries
given an epportunity at the aVive
Bore nipples Chamberlain's Salvo has "Three doctors gave me up to die if edy will accoinplili, but prefer to let.
SIIERM
AX WILLIAMS
OliCHS
PAINT
and
EOcMI.OO
Always in
ni'ILDlXO PAPER
lung inflammation, cause. by a ne- the users make the statements. What
no superior. For tale by all
mentioned time and place to
('overs more looks best, wcr.rs
Free Trial.
OLDS
,,,
glected cold; But TJr. Kind's New they do clitlni Is that it will positive!)
Cement,
u
tliewi'u.'s of said claimant,
lonent. niost ecouomiatl, full
Discovery saved my life." Guar- cure diarrhoea, dysentery, pains In the
and to offer evidence in reUutal ot
Glass,
Doors, Etc.
for
Sa?h
ali
Paint,
Cure
Bureat
Uuickeat
and
measure.
The picnic baskets for tttt at the anteed best coiikH and cold cure, at stomach and bowels and has never
that su iint tt b v claimant.
THROAT and LUNG TROUBMcintosh Hardware company's store all druggists. Cue and vi."0. Trial been known to fall. For sale by all
MAX l cL R. OTERO,
BACK.
LES,
MONEY
or
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. At BUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
druggists.
Register.
art Indispensable foi outing parties. bottle free.

Daily by Carrier, 60c per month
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The Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Ass'n of Las Vegas, N. M.

i

Money to Loan to Build a Home

first-clas-

E. STEVENS.

General Aa't.

'

t
a. PUTNEY
WHOLESALE. GROCER

t

Flour, Grain and

9-

FREIGHT WAGONS

'

$7-5-
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KILLthe COUCH
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Dr. King's
New Discovery

Mc-Ive-
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1

cross-examin-
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1906.
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OFFICIAL MATTERS

HJJ

to make

JUNE BUSINESS AT LAND OFflCE
Territory of New Mexico, Adjutant
General's Office. Santa re, N. M.,
July 2, 19H6. General Order No. 13.
1.
First Lieutenant Colin Neblett,
First Infantry, harine successfullyIs
passed an examining hoard, he
hereby promoted to rank of captain.
First Infantry, to date July 2. H6.
2.
The commanding officer. First
infantry. Is directed to assign Captain Neblett to the command of Company I, First Infantry.
IH-- comand i.f the governor.
A. P. TARKINGTON.

About' the 1st of September Look Out For Some Big Doings in

Nov is the Time

Guard Officers Are Promoted.
Drug Companies File Incorporation Papers.

university Neigh He IPripeirty
In the meantime, however;, we will continue to sell choice 50-folots, perfectly
level, at from $25 to1 $150 per lot. $5 down, $5 per month.
No Notes.
No Interest.
No Mortgages.
No Assessments.
ot

.

Article of Incorporation.
The following articles of Incorporation have been filed in the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Haynolds:
The Red Cross Urns Company Incorporators are XV. H. Stapp, Karl T.
Winters and Primitive Esuderao, all
pm. The caoital stock of
f i om
the compnny is fl2,niM. divided Into
12,i0ii shares of me par value oi i
each. The sum of $(J.nul has been paid
into the treasury. The principal
ia flo;l at Jjis Venus and William
U. Slapp is named as aijent. The
years
term of existence is twenty-fiv- e
and the purpose of the company is to
do a wholesale ami retail urtiK ousi
of-ft- ri.

neBs.

Land Fntries in June.
business done at the local land
office during the last ten days of June
Homestead
In detail is as follows:
entries. 8: acres, 1.28i; Ann! home
stead entries. 3; acres. 471; desert
land entries, none.
The homestead entries were divided
among the counties of the district as
follows: Mora. 1: Sandoval. 1: San
Miguel, 1; Torrance, 6.
The final homestead entries were:
Torance. 2: Guadalupe. 1.
The records show that during the
month of June there were 53 home- stead entries filed containing 13,797
acres; 9 final homestead entries, acres
1.303; 13 desert land entries, acres
Th

,

The total number of homestead en1 is 839;
acres entered. 126,874: total number
of final homestead entries. 10l; acres
13.583:
desert land entries. 126;
acres, 13,504. The total number of
entries of nil kinds made since the 1st
of January. 19.)0, is 1,066; acres en
tered. 157.9C0.

tries made since January

BONDS

COUNTY

hereby given that sealed
bids will be received by the lxard of
canity commissioners of Torrance
county, in the territory of New Mex
ico, at the office of the clerk of the
board in Estancia. N. M.. up to 12
o'clock, noon, on the 15th day of
August, 1906, for the purchase of
$7.0ii) of court house 'bonds' and $5,000
which
cf current expense lnmds,
bonds will be payable at tiie office oi
the county treasurer of said county
or at sucn place in the city of New
York as the officers Issuing the same
may direct, and shall be payable at
the option of tie county at any timp
after the expiration of twenty years
from the date thereof, and absolutely
due and (payable at the end of thirty
years after said date, with interest
at the rate of, 5 per cent per annum
In the months
payable
of .lulv and January of each year.
Each l)ld must be accompanied with
3 certified check, payable to the ortjer
ot tue chairman or the board of conn
tv commissioners of Torrance county
lor the sum of $23u. to be returned in
cise the bid is not accepted or In
case the bidder shall take and pay
tor said bends if his bid
and tlie lioard reserves the right to
reject any or all bids.
l!y order of the board of county
commissioners of Torrance county.
JOHN W. CORBETT.
Chairman of said Hoard

Noiic

Is

suni-annuall-

o

119 S. Second St.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEMT GO.
SX

1Y BEST FOURTH
OR. WASHINGTON GLADDEN.
Author, Preac.ier, socioilgist.
Tlie Foutth of July ma I remember
best found me a loy of 14 on the farm
In cttitral New York,
three miles
from a county t:wn of BudU or 6ouo
veople.
j
It. was 50 years ago.
There are few country lioys airy-where In America today who can be-- ;
gin to Imagine how lonesome life was
on a back country farm in 185a
Boys wiio can lo-- k
up from their:
work almost any minute and see an
automo(...e go whizzing by, or who
can htar the roar of a railway train
Just over the hill, or to whose doer
the R. F. I), man comes riding dally,
have a sense of being .n the world
which was not ours In the middle of
the last century.
There are holidays, top, nowadays.
holidays gakre; but ours were few)
and far between. In that county
town there is now In the fall a county
fair, but it has come In since my
time. Christina? we knew "by name,
t,ut it. meant nothing more than a
strife to see which could say the
on Christmas
morning,
first
,word
..... ..
.
.
.......
.
.
lutwi anon iiuy 'was iiui yei. l lie
loys which were to fill most of those
graves had not come to their teens;
they were very much alive In 185U.
The grange, with Its good gifts toj
rarmers boys and farmers girls, had
not been dreamed of. Now and then
a circus came a.ong. But a circus!
Some of us knew what would become
of us If we dared to wish to go:
1 he enly holiday we had was The
Fourth, and you had better 'believe
we spelled both of those words with
a capital letter. It meant a whole;
day in the village, and such larks,
such carousals!
But there was work to do lefore
we could take our holiday.
Those
cows!
They were sure to be In thej
tannest corner of the farthest pas-- '
ture some of tnem biding In the
woods. They must be brought in and
milked and driven away again, and
tile calves and the pigs must be fed.
and the wood for the day must be
plied by the kitchen stove, and all the
rest of the chores must be attended
"

IN

H0LLENBECK

The Kollenbeck hid. I os Angeles
has recently entertained the following
residents of New Vi'x.co and vicinity
Mrs.. R. J. Liitgcrding. Phoen'X
Ariz.; T. !?. Hubbvll. Albuquerque. N.
M.; Mrs. G. W. Phelps, Tucson, Ariz.:
Mrs. D. Klein, son and daughter, E?
Paa Texas; J. U. Alexander. Phoenix, Ariz.; Mr. Chas. A. .Montgomery,
La Cananea, Mexico; Jas. A. Wiirner,
Gold Road, Ariz.; J. E. Curry and family, Xaco, Ariz.: Geo. E
Tinman.
Florence. Ariz.; W. II. Cough, El Paso.
Texas: D. F. Gladden. Tucson, Ariz.;
Mrs. Neiter Armijo and granddaughter, l.as Cruces, N. M.: N. H. Leonard,
Octave, Ariz.; Elmer ' Gardner, Tucson, Ariz.; J. A. Warner. Gold Koad
Ariz.: James Collins. Phoenix. Ariz.:
Joe Punn Rnd wife, F.I Paso. Te;i-- :
G. E. Wallace and w ife, El I'hko, Texas; E. 1). Treadwell and wife, Bisbee,
Ariz.; Fran J. Graf. Bisbee.
Mrs. Neiter Armijo Bnd niece are
registered at the Hol'cnht-rhuiel,
! os Angeles.
V.

Like a shower
on a flower.
The colors appear at thev
touch of the refreshing
rain drops. In the same
way Nature jives hack a
woman's youthful skin
tints when Hasan's Magnolia Balm is applied.
Absolutely harmless, ami
makes a faded complexion
fresh and velvetv at once.

i.

First flat'l Bank Bid.

r!X.k uJSUMiirprsjrr,

850
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September

togeth!" It was magnificent!
- he bought a "All
penny stick of wintergieen candy Your steam tire engines are cheap by
would the side of this.'
ihe extortionate confectioner
By this time you begin to regret
give him nut 11 cents lu cnange. No
that slight breakfast. Happy was It
get rich.
wonder confeciioiu-iTwelve cents is not a princely out- - for you that tffere was a well filled
fit for a holiday, but with modest pantry somewhere in the town to
tastes it can ue made to go far. Six which you could betake yourself. For,
fire crackers can be bought for a of course, the few coins in your pocket
cent; two cents worth will last' tor could not be squandered on anything
will
a good while if you
husband so vulgar as food. For myself, 1 own
your sensations.
Three sticks of t hut. before sunset I was tired enough
wintergreea and to He down in the shade of a
candy, peppermint,
will add delight to life; 3 yard where I could make myself al
cents worth of peanuts will afford home, and rest a little wh'le before
much consolation, and two or three the excitement of the night,
reinforced with the new wine of a' The gathering dusk found its all
boys imagination, will make the whole upon the public square for the display
world hilarious. If there should be a of fireworks, w hich all the handbill"
cent or two left some use will be had told us would be glorious, superb,
(Unprecedented and brilliant. Well, it
found for it. never fear!
to.
Don't jou remember, old boys, how was all that,! What dld'they1 ay ? Did
Breakta-t- :
There ir little, appe-tli- that scene stirred your nerves as this exhibition cost the committee the
and who wants to waste min as you drew near to it? The popping astonishing sum of $ltm? That Is my
utes on a matter so commonplace!
it was certainly
of the firecrackers everywhere, and recollection, and
One y is in the amber the Sunday here and there the continuous roar of worth it.
clothi.. Of course, we must wear a w hole bunch let off at once by some Now it is going to begin. The band
them. Trie unl.leaciud shirt and the spendthrift; the loud explosion' of toy is playing "Hail Columbia!" See that
denim trousers would never do; but pistols; the tooting of horns; the mill-- i mau on the platform with arm
how can a fellow let himself go in
voices of the merry throng; 'tended upward and a whirling foil titne.se stiff togs? They are made for the Intoxicating odor of burnt pow- - tain of sparks issuing from it ihat
winter, too. and it is going to be a der don't you remember how your! fall upon his fireman s hat and light
sweltering day. But a little thing like pulses danced as you plunged into lt?Up his face with a demoniac hue,
that inns! u:i spoil our holiday.
The shop windows with all their von-- while now and agin a blazing fireball
So eff we go. The sun is an hour ders allured you; the venders of whips mounts into tl.e air and comes down
nigh and there isn't a cloud in sight. land canes and toy balloons filled your! In a biuiu parabola and with a faint
We are soon down ihe stony lane and ears with their cries; but, most of all
l"'l vanishes in the darkness.
out upon the smooth i.ig.iway. Shoes the peojile! the people!
Such swarms What is It? A Homau candle! And
are an impediment; off they come; and throngs of them! The side walks there's auoiher and another, a dozen
the soft, warm dust of the country were full of them; you were rubbing of them, maybe, and now a rocket
road is grateful to the bare feet, and against them at every step; they jos- with a downward swish of fiery
the speed s increased, .ie socks are tled you and elbowed you: now and corusatlons climbs and wavers, and
tucked Into the shoes, which are tied then a phalanx of country boys came then curves downward hihI bursts Into
together by ...e strings and slung tramping along, sweeping the rest gems or serpents or tailing stars.
over the arm, before we gtt to the aBide as a snow plow clears away the More rockets! More Roman candles!
pavements we will don them again.
drift. The town folks were not in it; And now a blazing wheel, and now a
Three beautiful miles. The hedges the country folks had taken posses- - flaw with stars and Btripes of fire, and
are sweet with blackberry blooms, Ision. And how it made your nerves at last the crowning glory of the
tiuadow larks on the stump fences tingle you who had oome from the whole display. "The Tree of Liberty
are shouting "Cheers! three cheers!" solitude of the farms to spend a which filled the whole slty with its
and Ixtbolinks, poised above grassy whole day in a crowd; to feel that you branches of flame and its foliage of
.
tufts, are going crazy with a "Yankee really belonged to a ereKurlous race. sparks.
Doodle" of their own invention. In a To be with people, with so mnnv peo- .Some of you boys think It wasn't
i.ttle m:re than half an hour the vil- pie, all day long how exciting It was. mucn 1 a snow, nut I was mere, ana
lage spires are in sight, and it takes
Then there was the firemen's narade I know.
but a moment to slip down to the Jn the afternoon, with their red shirts
And now for home!
Three miles
river bank and rinse our feet from 'and black trousers and coal fcuttle under Ihe stars. The frogs in th
the dust and make ourselves pre- ihats; the two hand engines. 1 and 3 swamp are singing their Greek chorus,
sentable for the pavements.
with the hose carts 2 and I what a h tree leads lift up their shrill
There are three of us, and anxious gallant show they made! And the voices, the hoot owl across the river
consultations 'have been held about contest that followed, to se which demands to know Who; Who? Who?
die speding t our money. One of us .engine could throw Its stream highest Is abroad this time of night.
It is a lonely walk, but thre are
to the and farthest.
lias a silver nllarer, that
Talk about vnr Olym- u tiers, who have but a shilling each, pic games!
Thev m.is. have been three of us, and tuere are so many
si ems v. e 1th beyond the dreams of tame compared with this.
See the thinns to talk aout mat the way Is
avarice. That York shilling the ol4 foremen, there, each on the deck of not long. The feather bed is very
tpanlsii coin which passed for 12
bis engine, with fire in bis eye nnd sofi. and wt are soon iireamlng that
cents how its itossibilities were can brazen trumpet at his lips. Doesn't It Orion is firing Roman candles at
vassed! I he boy knew, to begin witn make you creep to hear those vollevs Cassiopeia, p.iid that the Great Bear
that lie was never going to get iof coiiincind:
"Man the brakes!" und Hie iragn ,are bombarding each
money's worth out ,f it. Twehe and "Break away now!" "Down with her!" "hr with K. .rs.

1

7th to 22nd,

1

906.

a half cento, indeed:

10,000 in Purses fo? Horse Races

a

2:18 Pace Surburg'a Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon'a White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Bae Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Verjetable Exhibit.
Relay Race.
Ladle' Half-Mil- e
Race.

'

n,

Maneuver

by United

State Troop,

Baby Show.

Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit.
Trade Dicplay.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.

C.rnll attraction., with 20 ahow On the
ctreet
carnival all tht time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century
but nothing like this
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Saved Hi Comrade's Life.
."While returning from the Grand
Army encampment at Washington
City, a comrade from Klgin, III., was
taken with cholera morbus and was in
a critical condition," says Mr. J. E.
Houghland, of Eldon, Iowa. "I gave
him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy and believe saved
his life. I have been engaged for ten
years in immigration work and conducted many parties to the south and
west. I always carry this remedy nnd
have used it successfully on many oc- caslons." Sold by all druggists.
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HELD FOR GRAND

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
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"Scenic Line of the World"
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Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado
Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.
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liiougin yur Vusbsnd was too
a man to tay a thing like that."
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through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For illustrated advertising matter
or ' information, address or apply to

wMk (aid buMU,
Suid br Swiam
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JURY BAIL $10 000
Afu-i- '
cunMderinn the testimony
taken at the preliminary hearing of
Kuiiquillo
Kayuii'.nilo
Benito
and
Chaves, charged with kickins to death
Kut'uH
O. Tucker,
weeks ao
Koine
Judvte John R. AlcKie, at Santa Ke,
Sjtuiday ewiiinj! fixed the bail of the
two men at $1ii,ihni each. Jii(le Ah
SISTERS OF MERCY
Fie Mated that the testimony was
ACADEMY AT ROSWELL
verv conflicting and of mich a nature
MoMur M. .1. Herchmanns. mother
that a conviction for murder in the superior of the Sisters of Mercy at
be
first di'Kree could not
Angela,
Stanton. Texas, and Sister
Caseg where murder in decrees other a teacher. in the Sisters' schtMil ai the
than the first is charged are bailable the same place, arrived In Roswell for
and It was on this that he based hi thr purpose if securing lots and makaction. The defendants are still in ing other hi tdni'cments for the erecJail.
tion of a building In which to es.ablish
an academy in that city. It will be
CAUGHT WITH GOODS
in connection with a
a dav school
AND PLEADS GUILTY. boardiut school.
The buildinc and
J T OV.reen, plead guilty to the other improvements will cost about
charge oiattemptiiiK to assist prison- $2", (nm.
er to escae from the county Jail at
Tile Bos well school will be similar
his hearing Friday afternoon before to that i.ov. running al Cards'iad.
It
Jus' ice cf Ihe Peace Otero, at I.as will be run iilen;? the lines adopted bv
Vegjs, and he was bound over to he Catholic sist-- is
very where., and
await the actiou of the grand Jury i" this is sufficient guaranty cf its genuthe mu:i cf 11
hi default (.f 'hi.l ine w uth, us will us th.it It will he
he wis placed in the county jail for made a mu cins The building will '
.
.
The
6i"H..' el yiun
commenced n - s n:: as
ictus. vl to talk about his cilme .isters hope to ha';j the ?c!m.c! n ady
a'.'.l caij he di.lu't wish to state who
V.
c.r the
in Sept,-:.ivii:.an
ti
tu;t hfii: to do it, but that be Lad Lien "i. : (.;' (). :..

Wholesale Grocers

MEN AND WOMEN.

caimlit with the goods and he was po-- l COUNTESS OF YARMOUTH. WHO
ii K U take his medicine. He told th
WAS MISS ALICE THAW, A
SISTER OF HARRY THAW.
officers that they could kill him if
they cared to but that they could not,
et linn to "peach" on anyone.
REV. BREWER DOING MIS- SIONARY WORK AT ROSWELL
Kev. tj. II. Hrewer, missionary
t try of the
Baptist church for New
Mexico anJ Arizona, who has been
here attending the uieetini;- of the
board of managers ()f the New Mexico
Baptist convention at Hosweil. k'fi for'
!a;:crmaii and Artesia, where he will
Hi.--, home
do some missionary work.
is now in Phoenix. A. T.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Only 82 Years Old.
'"I am onlv 82 years old and don
fxpect even when I get to be real old
to feel that way as lomj as I can get
Biectric Itters." said Mrs. E. H. Brun
Surely there'i
arti. of Dublin, Ga.
nothing else keeps the old as young
end makes the weak as strong as this
Dyspepsia, torpid
tawid medicine.
liver. Inflamed kidneys, or chronic
onofttitpation are unknown after tak
hu; Electric Bitters a reasonable time,
Ouranteed by all druggists. Price 50c
STOP AT THE

Your Selection

P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. ., Santa Fe, New Mex.

S.

K. HOOPER, G.

377 Broadway, Now York
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State and Star

Many have wondered how Delegate Andrews could
make a bit with Delegate Flynn as to whVh slate would
1
first adtjed to the Union, Arizona of Oklahoma, and
how the president could express the belief that Andrews
would win. This wonder arises from a misunderstanding of the matter. Indeed, many think that Oklahoma Is
already a state, having been "made so by the signing of
ihe statehood bill by the president. This error seems
to be as wide extended as it Is irrational.
A telegram yesterday said that today for the first
time Oklahoma will celebrate the Fourth "as a state,"
star added will be
and that "flags with ths forty-sixtAgain, a news Item In the
displayed everywhere."
ljeavenworth Time, the other day, stated that Judge
Hook of that city "was flying on his lawn the only cor
rect flag in or about Leaven worth one" with forty-si- x

atars."

The experienced Sir Itobert Walpole, when he was
asked In his last illnesg what he would ilke to have read
to hlin, answered:
"Anything but history. That f. know
is lies." The "truth of history" had no more meaning,
apparently, for Col. Augustus C. Buell than It had for Sir
Robert. The life story of John Paul Jones by Col, Buell
Is one of the most widely read historical works of recent
times. On its publication In 1900 the critics accepted It
as the final word on the subject, and the reader has found
It as entertaining as a romance. No patriot could have
asked for a more flawless hero than Col. Huell depicted
on the strength of Innumerable documents.
But .Mrs.
Reginald De Koven has published detailed charges that
Buel), who died two years ago. Invented leiters from
Washington and Franklin, printed false extracts from
Imaginary Journals of Jones himself and "quotations"
from diaries of the period which had never existed outside Buell's imagination. The charges seem to be fully
confirmed by comparison of
letters with
Buell's rewritten "extracts," by the search of original
authorities and by the reports of the librarians In. Paris.
New York and Washington, who deny that papers and
works cited by Buell are In their care, as he represents.
Assuming, as It seems we are bound to do, the truth
of Mrs. De Koven's accusations, a curious question of
psychology arises.
What could have Induced a rep
utable person to give himself to such a transaction? He
could have had no conscience as to historical truth and
must have taken a highly cynical view of the writing of
history. Other historians have done so before him
Thueydides, Uvy and Sallust, for Illustrious examples,
who pretended to report verbatim speeches of which they
could not possibly have possessed verbatim reports.
Col. Buell may have lacked Justification.
He may, as
Mrs. De Koven hints, even have lacked sanity. But he
did not lack precedent In making his history what Wal-posaid that all history was lies.
fac-simi- le

Now the fact is that Oklahoma Is not a state and
probably wftl not be for lriany moons, aad though she
should become a state tomorrow her star could not be
put on the flap, according to law, until the Fourth of
July, 1907. On the first point, that of being a state, the
Courier-Journsaid the other day:
"Some persons have begun already to refer to Oklahoma as a state. They are somewhat premature. The
Signing of the' statehood bill by the president paved the
war for statehood, but the full rights and the prestige
of Rtatehood wiil not be conferred upon the two territories for ten months or a year. The territorial government
which has been in force all along will continue to exist
until all the necessary preliminaries to statehood, have
A fine thing Is sentiment.
It Is a leaven, a force
been arranged. First, the two territories are to be
Then delegates are to be elected that is playing a beautiful part In the refining and reinto districts.
ly the people to meet in Guthrie and draw up a constitu- generation of mankind. Wle do things thftl serve no
tion. After that the constitution Is to be submitted to practical purpose that put no money Into the vault, that
the voters for their ratification or rejection. At the same rear no fortunes becuuse of the human love hat is In
.'line a legislature la to be elected a governor Is to be us. and so long as we do them we know that we are on
chosen and five representatives are to be elected., The the road that leads to a higher existence.
Here's a little story that touches you in the spot
first legislature will have the task of electing two United
States stnrtors. It is estimated that the election of a where you keep your love of country locked up, and
President
constitutional aftstnihly will be held about October 1. The therefore Is good for he Fourth of July.
subsequent election will be held, it is thought, about Roosevelt was passing Mount Vernon and the tomb of
Ho noticed the ship's
February 1. When the election returns have been Washington, In the Mayflower.
counted they will be seut to Washington with a copy company take position, the marines line up, the ship's
of the new constitution for ;he approval of the president. bell toll, the national colors dip, and a bugle sound taps
You know the
If the president decides that the constitution is republi- Being a sod American he was touched.
If you do not, listen to some great band play
can in form and that none of its provisions are repug feeling.
nant to the constitution of the United States and the ing "The Star Spangled Banner," and you will pet a sen
declaration of Independence, he will issue a proclamation sation that will make a better citizen of you. The prcsi- declaring Oklahoma and Indian Territory a mate. Not ueiu leurueci mat an naval vessels ooserve tne same
until this proclamation Is issued will the territories be- ceremony at this pot. and that there was no regulation
requiring it.
Just sentiment, you Ree.
Finer yet. lie
come a
state." i
From this. It will be seen that Oklahoma and In. linn learned that the pilots of the Potomac, the men whose
territory to become the state of Oklahoma must, with a lathers many generations back, perhaps, oared their
breasts to the bullets of Bunker Hill, bad kept alive that
single exception, do exactly what New Mexico- and
bit ,of devotion to the memory of the man who was "first
must do to become the 'state of Arizona. That
is that on the fith of November the two south- In peace, first in war, and first In the hearts of his counwestern territories must vote ye3 or no on the question trymen" for more than a century.
, It Is In the naval regulations
now. and that is good,
of jointure. . Hence, if the vote in each territory shall be
for statehood and due diligence la had thereafter, there for the sentiment, builded on the glories of the past, can
Is no reason why the stafe of Arizona may not come into not but help improve citizenship. Increase loyalty, and
the Union as soon as the Mate of Oklahoma. Iu fact, it mane mea stronger to battle with the problems of the
Is more than probable that If statehood carries on No- future,'
vember 6, the president's proclamation announcing the
Reforms move slowly, as the history of the packing
two states, after the examination of their new constituCol. Roosevelt drove the enter
tions, will name Arizona first, both liecause of his great lious scandal shows.
ing wedge during the Spanish war when he got up the
interest' in the Greater Arizona and because alphabeticon "embalmed beer."
ally A comes before O. In this way Delegate Andrews round-robi- n
Public Indignation
may be able to win his $100 suit of clothes from Dele- flared up, sputtered and went out again. ' A representative of the London Lancet made some startling stategate Flynn, and the state of Arizona 1. the forty-sixt- h
ments about the ubomlnations of Packingtown.
state symbolized by the forty-sixt- h
The
star On the flag.
As to the star on the flag, it 8 well to remember packers pooh poohed the story and the public soon forthat by act of congress In 1818 the atar.of a new state got about It. A representative of a New York newspaper made a searching investigation and printed a page
i ,
U . . i ..
nrt .a ii. I K vi tiw. . 4tiA
fun muv
I
i in. flat
I
nag a tl ;i J in U I ,umc
il
Fourth of July immediately following the president's of revolting things. The packers raised the cry of "Yelproclamation of the state's admission. The following low Journalism" and the public was quieted.
Then, two
facts concerning the flag, gathered from an exchange years ago, "The Jungle" was printed In The Appeal to
Reason, a socialist paper.
The packers laughed at the
are equally appropriata to the subject and to the day:
The first flag of the United States, raised by Washing- statements of Sinclair, called him an anarchist and shut
A year ago the
ton at Cambridge, January 2, 177, consisted of thirteen off discussion.
of one
stripes, alternate red and white, as at present, with a of (he packing houses exposed th farce of federal InThe packers said the superintendent was a
blue canton emblazoned with the crosses of St. George spection.
and St. Andrew, as In the British flag. In 1777 congress sore head and public sentiment still slumbered.
Then one day Theodore Roosevelt got hold of "The
resolved that the canton be thirteen white atars In a
blue fleltj. In 1794, after the admission of Vermont anil Jungle," and Immediately there was something doing.
Kentucky, the stripes and stars were each Increased to The packers continued to deny every statement but
they were begging for time and lenlencv from the
fifteen. In 1SJ8, at tfie suggestion of Samuel C. Reid.
They grabbed their scrubbing brushes and
The original thirteen stripes were restored and congress president.
whitewash
buckets
and started to clean up.
new
to
Tidd
a
voted
It was too
star on the Fourth of July succeedlate. The lid was off and the stench was unbearable.
ing the admission 6f each new state.
Then the packers submitted to the demand for a law
j When tie declaration of Independence was signed, it
was determined that the Cambridge flag, in which the ilial will give the people wholesome meats, prepared unold British combination appeared, should be effaced. A der sanitary conditions. The entire history of the imiflag committee then determined that since the red and tation Is a running commentary on the couympt which
white stripes' were In use on so many flags, the cross great Corporations feel toward agitations so long OS
does npt act. Reforms move slowly. Violators
of the British union should be discarded and the blue
of law do uot fear the law but the man behind the law.
Held added.
Roosevelt lain quiet, "The Jungle" would have bee.i
f The making of a model flag was committed to the Had
care of Betsy Ross. The pattern submitted to her had written In vain.
upon It a
etar. With unerring feminine saHow we Americans love a Joke.
We are a bit strengacity, so the pleasing nayative records, she said that,
The humor that touches us in the spot
since the stars were to be placed In a circle "they will uous about it.
have to be put on nlways with much care, as they must where laughter abides Is generally of a coarse kind, and
almost always Involves pain. Others suffer thut we may
be perfectly straight to look well, while a
star looks we!l any way it Is placed," The flag with Us laugh, and we do laugh, and It is little we care about the
thirteen stripe?, in a blue field, was adopted by congress suffering. Somebody, In Cleveland, advertised lor teain-Rteat good wages, and candidates for a chance to earn
June U, 1777. It is thi anniversary of the adoption of
their
in an honest, American way were directed to
bread
we
this emblem that
observe on the 14ih day of June
apply to I). E. Brown, at a noted hotel.
It was a joke, a
each year, and not of , the flag first raised.
regular screamer.
Mr. Brown was on his wedding trip,
and the rush of applicants for positions finallj drove him
and bis bride from the hotel.
The Citizen gave yesterday an article from the BosWhat a mind it must have been that conceived that
ton Globe on the admissluu of the Indians iu Oklaliomu Ml of humor. Over 200 men lost a good part of a day;
and Indian territory to statehood citizenship.
It is a lost. perhaps, an opportunity to secure employment elsevery able article, and any reader of The Citizen who where, and were made to feel humiliated and shocked in
may have skipped H Is requested to go back and read it order that one triple-plat- e
idiot might enjoy Mr. Brown's
carefully, for in It are several lessens which yie people discomfiture.
One American ass put up a job for his
of New Mexico and Arizona will do well to take to heart. own amusuiieiu that caused the distress of hundreds of
The first is that tlie two soul hi" u territories were men, and perhaps some of their families.
It Is too bad that the law
no less opposed to jointure than are t.ie two southwestcannot joke with the unWhy, then, did lin y ( case to fiiiht known a id pay hlm In kind.
ern .territories.
He should go hungry for a
against that Jointure?
Why did liny embrace It so while, waiting for work; he should suffer mental torture
heartily it was not even demanded that Jointure should for a while, just to get In the right frame of mind for furbe submitted for ratification by the jwople? The answer ther penalties; and then he should be slipped into a
Is plain to any whose reason Is uot enci listed by the sniped suit and made to work on a
rock pile long enough
thick shell of personal gain. They saw plainly that It to earn the money
to Indemnify
amply every
was Joint statehqud or none at h11. They suw that the teamster who applied for a job In response t. the
whole country east of the Mississippi is unalterably op- advertisement.
After that he should be deponed, for
posed to the multiplication of Mates west of the .Mi- America has too many fools without worrying- over this
ssissippi, regardless of politics or the rights of the sec- particular brand of human pest.
tions affected, go, rather than remain territories Indefinitely, Oklahoma and Indian territory accepted each
COLLECTING SPOTS.
)!
"Nojlioie
other as life partners.
counters for me " salil a mum u nose
Another lesson is that there is a greater difference bii.sm fs makes it necessary for him to take his mi ! iy
ltetween the whites and Indians in the proposed slate of refreshment down town, -- llei. af.er
want 'not only a
Oklahoma than lucre is between the
Americans table to sii down to, but a napkin of cloth, not paper
and th
Mexicans in the proposed slate of Ari- large enough to tover my lap Also I want a place to
zona. But so great ere the blessing of statehood and hang up my overcoat. This will duubtlehs make the rebo sure Is t lie alternative of long continual terriioi ialisin past cost a few rents more In the average, bu; my motwith its Ins parable evils, and disadvantages, that the ives are purely those of economy.
I
disc. i red this
two southern territories accepted Jn'nt statehood jov fril- means of saving money by all interview with mv tailor.
ly. How unutterably senseless, then, wiil It be for the When I complained that a suit of
clothes I recently got
two southwestern territories to reject statehood at the from him had speedily become spotted, and lamed it on
a
command of few corporal ions whose financial interests 'lie color and texture of ihe cloth, the tailor told l.le the
will be advanced by territorial continuance?
Arizona spots were due to the lunch count, r habit, and after
I
baa no more thow for single fctatehood at any time in
find be is riyt. . Crowded up to a count, r
the ueur future,' than Indian territory would have did she and without elbow room, you'll
spots on your clothes
refuse Joint statehood. The part of wisdom Is, there- from dropping food, no matter how careful you are. a;id
fore, fo a'l who desire statehood In their lifetime or the frequent cleaning soon make,, ti. clothes look old."
that of their children, to accept jointure.
Philadelphia Record.
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WILLARD

For Warm Weather

Santa Fe People Intend Making City Very Important
Point on Line.

W never befors were so well
prepared to take good
care of the. heat driven Man, with
smart looking,
Clothes.
com-fortab-

MORE

WELLS

ARE

BEING

SUNK

The cool breeze find an eaty entrance
through our
Sperlnl Correspondence.
fry Crashes, Serges and Homeepuna.
N.
M., July 2. It has
Wlllard.
just heen announced that the Santa
Yet, for all their lightness,
skillful Tailors have given
Fe cut-ofdepot ar Wlllard will
a permanent shape to the
be one of three of the largest ones on
garment, that you would think
Impossijle In .tuff to Zephyr-'lke- .
the entire line. It will be of concrete
and will represent a cost of $10,600.
It had been previously stated that
Then your size Is here.
Wlllard and Texioa were to have
the largest depots on the Belen cut
Yes, even if you are one of
those large, healthy
s
off, but it wss not expected that this
that most Clothier, think it too much
'arge sum of money was to be extrouble to
bother with.
pended upon
the passenger depot
"tilhling at. this place. It has not yet
Wool Crash, Serge and Homespun
been, announ ed w hat the cost of the
Suits or Coat and
freight depot will be.
Trousers.
'
A large piece o .and has been uur- 20
97-$chased here by the Eastern Railway
of New Mexico. However, it has not
We'll certainly fix It all Pight with your purse.
been stated for what purpose this Is
to be used. In all, sixty acres will
be necessary in Wlllard to accommodate buildings and the various enterf
prises, of the
people at this
Fine Clothing and
place.
Fine Clothing and
Furnishings
Contracts have been let for twelve
Furnishings
more weils atWnlard, making a total
of fourteen wells. This seems to be
a certain lndie-,othat the quarter
million dollar pipe line between WllSee the plcnio caskets In the Mcin
lard and points eighty miles east is
assured.
tosh Hardware company's display
There Is nj question in the minds window,
of the citizens.- - of Willard but that
the Eastern Railway of New Mexico
expects to make
illard a very imi
i
portant point on us lines.
The water here 'has been proven
by chemical test to be as good as any
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
water on the entire Santa Fe system,
The undersigned has left on his va
EASY TO REACH.
and better than 85 per cent of them. cation and will not return to his of
.lile east of this place, water
fice until tbout the.
RELIEVES PAIN.
eit.ner unobtainable or unfit for ue
At Epris, where .the cut-of- f
crosses
4TH OR 5TH OF JULY.
BUILDS
UP THE SYSTEM.
the Ri ck Island, several wells have
been drilled to 1he depth of 1.2u0 fee!.!
CURES RHEUMATISM.
.
witn .very satisfactory results. Th.s
looks as though water will make Wil
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
lard one or the Important town
in
CURES DIABETES.
.New Mexico.
CURES INDIGESTION.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
B. F. COPP.
CURES DROPSY.
Be-le-

Fel-low-

--

M. MANBEEX

cut-of-

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

Notice

toPatrons.

In.

ii

Faywood

j:

Hot

Springs

ROOM 12, N. T. ARM1JO BUILDING

Miss Strausenlieck,

the past season

O. A. SLEYSTER

the trimmer at Madame Steward
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
Limbs millinery parlors, will leave
PUBLIC.
the latter part of ithe week for Col Room 5,
Cromwell Block.'AJbnquerque
orado Springs, where she will visit
Automatic Telephone. 174.
her mother for a while, then proceed
Ing to Chicago, where she will be Join
fd in August by Madame Steward BE
A

MONEY SAVER

La mli.

From observations made' by Civil
Engineer Pitt Ross, it is stated that
the amount of rainfall here so far
this week measures Jusl. an even inch.
Farmers and sheepmen throughout
'he territory, and especially the Rio
Grande valley, are Jubilant over the
rainfall which was badly needed.
!. Llndatier, one of the extensive
general mercnants or ueming, came
in from the west this morning,
ac
companied by his two sons, Sampson
and Herman Llndauer. The boys have
ueen attending the Harvard military
school at Ixis Angeles, and Sampson
wss one of the recent, graduates. En
route to this city they stopped ove.
at Williams and took in the Grand
Canyon for a day. Mr. Llndauer and
sons will continue south ta Demlng
this evening.
.

ONE PATRIOTIC

LADY

AND

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
good for thirty days.

trip rates,

New Mexico

THtN A HOME OWNER

PROVIDE

FCFt THE FUTURE

BEGIN NOW
We opened for subscription July

1,

a new series of monthly payment sav-

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE
THEIR
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT

FRIENDS TO
THE

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles, Calif.

ings Installment stock; $1 per month
will carry a $200 share.
Also a series of prepaid Investment Your friendship
and patronage is appreciated.
Courtesy and attention to
tock paying 6 per cent Interest, on
guests is a pleasure to us.
deposits of $100 and upwards.
Liberal withdrawal privileges on all
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
stock.
LOCATION
We will loan you money to buy or
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABIE.
build you a home at once, if you beNew Mexico people spending the Summer on
come a stockholder.
the beaches are welcome to
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
The
Building and Loan
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE
HOLLENBECK DOOR.
Association of Albuquerque
ROOM 19, GRANT

WHO CELEBRATED THE FOURTH
DESPITE THE LAW.

BLOCK.

H. H. TILTON,

That she was from the effete east Any
could be told In a single glance, and
that 'she was patriotic as well was
made apparent later by her actions.
wnen .o. 2 pulled in this murning
lady alighted from the train and
proceeded to begin the celebration of
the Glorious Fourth by setting off a
iirtniner Pf fivecrakers on the depot

Secretary.
Information Desired Furnished.

Adams & Dilgard

JO000OBOtO00CtOiOKtOX0000
Gas Is Always Ready

A Coal Fire Isn't

I

At the best of times It s waste of
time to bother with a coal fire. Takes

time to make it, poke it. clean it out
and get it hot enough to use you're
wasting- heat and time.
Ga3 is right there. It needs no
draft; no poking of the fire; no waiting for heat. Turn a 'handle, apply
a match, and you get all the heat you
can use. and without soiling hands or
dress or spoiling the temper. .
A gas fire uevtr geis cranky
a fact
you appreciate
when ifs near meal
time.
-

platform.

A cithen, nol wishing to see the
lady's trip to the east cut short by
her being taken Into custody for
of the city ordinances governing the firing of fireworks In the city
limits, told her that it was against the
law, and. somewhat frightened and
abashed, she ceased her celebration.
But only temporarily, however, for
as she boarded the train again. Just ns
it was pulling out. she touched off a
mammoth bunch of firecrackers and
threw them on the depot platform, a:id Embalming Is Our Specially
then waved a graceful farewell to the
officers of the law who haw her defiant act and heard her murmur, "The Cor. Fifth
Street and Railroad Avs.(
idea of such an ordinance." but were
powerless to stop tho speeding train.
safe
NOTARIES PUBLIC, APPOINTED.
Governor Hagerman has appointed
the following to be notaries public: as postofffce money orders.
Edwin Greene of Roswell,, Chaves
county, and M. F. Cahogun, of Clay-to- Bank drafts are far more convenI'nion county.
ient than poHtoftlre orders. You
do not have to write out an application for a lank draft. The bank
draft is the best way to send money
O other towns. A postofflce order
is payable at an office designated
ou the ord r.
At draft can be
y.mmim"m
cached at any place, and it Is trans
ftrab'e any 'number of times by
endorsement.
IN I S1NH
A
TOILET SOAP
I:i care of an error or dispute,
II ST SlITED .TO THE
'U ran refer
to a bank draft,
NEEDS OF YOlR SKIN. WE
ttblili the baiil; kteps on file.
ii.Uti A VERY COMPLETE
tank drafts cost less tlinu
LINE OP THE LEADING
e oi dt I S.
wio-lati-

Funeral Directors

Bankdrafts are as

m

2
2
0

I
S

See out Gas Ranges on exhibition at the

s

ELECTRIC BUILDING tJ
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th AND GOLD

2G

cooooacsCHccoo

THERE IS

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

SATISFACTION

"i

jiost-Mil-

EOlt-EKi.-

AND DOMESTIC MAKES

U.IE

Of WHICH ARE

PENSIVE

WHILE

EX-

OTHER i

AuE VERY LOW PRICED.
WHATEVER YOUR
MAY

V,i-- :

Piiirs:.
y

i

i

IN

w::

QUALITY

El'S

THE

BANK OF COMMERCE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
MEXICO

W. E. 1Y1AUGEF

WOOL

Oi

Mauger

can please

&

Avery,

I
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HIGHLAND
205

PHARMACY

East Railroad Ave.

tOOXKOOCKX00XKXOCt

18

SCREEN TIME

inC

here. Door and Window
screens mads to order.

g

ALBUQUERQUE

PUOS

-'

MILL

OOCOCXDC)OOOOOOC)OCXDOOOOOOO

0

DRUGGISTS"-

THE BEST IN TOWN
Per Gallon

.

-

$1.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

Red

J

92.

LOOKS

GOOD

TO

Boston

Ol'ice, 221 West Gold Avenue.
ALBUQUERQUE.
N. M.

.

l

!
2

O'REILLY & CO.
J.5a-H. LEADING
--

n.

1

y,-- t

WEDNESDAY, JULY

z
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iLliUQlJERQUE CITIZEN

T1IE

EVENING CITIZEN.

fJ

That's wha: you'll say when you
t!;at x.iee li.tH; home, all
';
nished, for $1.
I Jin) down
antf
biilar.i e I.'j a month.

fft

fur-:'.."-

PORTERFIELD

CO.,

110 WEST COLD

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4,

the

Measure-Provisi-

the Bill Liberal.
Las Vegas, N. M.. July 3.
New Mexico
Theofnttemen-Reply- Citizen. Albuquerque, request
contained In your favor of
'
to your
lnR
the Joint
for an expression of my views I as to great
Inne
pleas-nr- .
lake
president,
n atehood Wll recently signed by the
In favor
heartily
I
am
1
concerned
am
as
in
s
adoption of "he measure, and sincerely hope that bo,h
of the
will vote favorably upon it.
liberal one that ever has
The bill, n my opinion, ts theof most
any state to the Union, and If not
for the admission
alopted y the people of the two territories. I fear that many years
before the opportunity will Again be offered us to Join
win !riP
of states.
sisterhood
tlie
lwih money and lands to the
The provisions of the 1.111 giving
we are now compelled to
which
taxes
the
reduce
should
nrw tate
state government our
under
so.
that
much
so
materially-very
av
form of gov
prestnt
territorial
the
under
than
less
be
should
axes
C,:lThetresources of Arizona and New Mexico seem to compliment
copper ami ores which
'
each other. ' Arizona Is particularly rich InInexhaustible
supplies of
require smelting while New Mexico has
ores.
these
treat
to
made
can
be
coke
which
coal from
Is adopted, the
I can see no reason why. if joint statehood
greatest
and richest,
one
the
of
not
be
should
Arizona
of
new state
In my power to secommonwealths in the Union. I shall do all yours.
cure the adoption of the measure. Very trulywLLlA.M J.
.Mlll.
Chief Justice.

Personally,

4

a
a
a

4

a
a
a
a

,

AMONG
Of

Sug-

Mexico eleven volumes of supreme court
decision
M., ports, but not an
can be found In uny one of them. So
anti-railro-

Julv '
lo"8 as the railroads are allowed the
To the People of New MtNlto.
lndl8Crimlnate ll8e f the free pass
In a very short time jhe nc .le
will they control
J
to
on
i
;eJrnnient Ions
this territory will be
,a
rancUe8.
of ,,
ion of
e
hold an election for h
(q
b
a
Soil
to fo.m
delegates to n convp
ad
crrst.tutlon lor me new m. u.
in(iel)te(Ines8 of Santa Fe, Grant and
zo!i6Plnia counties. There is no Justice in
t he import- I
dwell
u:.:
shall iot
rt,Qrln,, counties not at all interest
weal
'ihe
eiecticn
ur,P(1
ln tnege raiiioads to pay a part of
ai!'.? of this
f tb:s territory lor'the
wo-- : cf tht a.o pie
debt created by other counties,
largely
depends
period
an t.i It.'ttnlte
i WOuUl prohibit the legislature from
by
H
exercised
to
wisdom
on the
lncroaslng the R:liary of an officer
bttalf
in
ready elected, and thus break up the
very
custom of forming in the legislature a
It gtes v itiiout sryir.s that the
withought to be t.tlcted,
would deprive the
salary - lobby.
best
out regar.i to their religious or polit- - 'governor of forming in the leglbku ure
a combination to can out hij private
ical views.
The nmn who Is so grossly Ignorant views, and would, therefore, deprive
of the gravity of the situation as to him of the power to appoint any mem-desito make the election UUB..WV. uer of the legislature to fin office...
I would pay members of the I'egisla-b- e
the politics of the candidate, can not
"reached by argument or reason, ture their traveling expenses, and give
and hence I have no suggestions to them an opportunity to visit their
homes at least once wiihout cost, so
offer to him.
1
desire, however, to present Borne that they would not be absolutely at
views for the consideration and atten- the mercy of the railroads,
i v.ot'ld pay the Judges and other of-tion tf intelligent and patriotic votersto what. In my opinion, the consll- fleer their necessary traveling ex-tIt 's too much to expect
kin should contain, for there are pehes.
some matters on which candidates Judges, governors, congressmen, legis-ougto be required to commit them- - latjrs and c.her public officers to be
as
selves in advance of their election. It dijin'.creMed i.nd
be fatal to the constitution if Iweeu 'he people and the railroads,
mojnbers are elected without knowing while, the latter are paying all of their
what they are expected to do, and find traveling e:;peuses. .Much better have
loot these bills and have
after arriving at Santa Fe that their tin
work has already been laid out by a r.n Independent olficiary.
I am in
favor of the election of
few men who have purposes of their
judges, as well as other officers, and
own to accomplish. .
I am going, therefore, to suggest a that on the broad principle that the
few provisions that in my humble people are endued to select their own
Judgment should without fail bo in- - servants. Bad Judges may be elected ;
so, also, bad congressmen may be
serted In the constitution.
ere permissible under
1. Gambling in all its forms should elected." If It
the constltutiot of the Uuited States,
lie prohibited.
2. The new state should not be per-- ! I would have S.'.iited States senators
mined to assume any debt heretofore elected by .he people. All good gov
created by any county for railroad or erniuents are organized for the good
of the governed. The people are the
other purposes.
3. No railroad doing business In the source of all power, and should be
state should be permitted to trusted with all power. If they abuse
charge a greater freight or passenger that power the; themselves are the
of ad- - sufferers. I would rather trust the
rate than is charged to citizens
'
people to protect themselves than to
Joining states.
protection to any class of
A.
No railroad should be permitted trust th-lto issue free passes to anyone except men who think thev know betier how
te
themselves.
ness of such railroad.
The best government in the world
5.
to either
No person elected
branch of the legislature should be is that which batisfies the people best,
A. A. FREEMAN,
eligible to any appointment by the
governor during the two years for;
JULY SNOW STORM
which he was elected
6.
The legislature should be pro',
hlbited from Increasing or diminishing
LAP 1 1 L
the compensation of any officer dur- lng the term for which he was elected SANTA FE IN CLUTCHES OF BUZ- or appointed.
ZARD
MONDAY SNOW
AND
7. The
glslators should be allowFOOT
SLEET
DEEP STORM
ed an ample per diem compensation
WAS GENERAL.
days and
for a term of eventy-flv- e
That Santa Fe can have freak
actual traveling expenses for two
trips from their homes to the capital. weather, despite the fact that the gov
8.
No bill should become a law ernment weather bureau for the terrl
without having been read three times, tory is located in that city, is made
in each house, each reading ou a sep- - manifest by the fact that that city
experienced one of the most severe
urate day.
S. In all suits involving twenty did- - July snow and hall storms on record
lata In amount, either party should be .Monday.
entitled to a jury, and the Judge, "J noticed," said Superintendent of
should be without power to direct a Public Instruction Hiram Hadley at
verdict; and no more lhan two new; the depot last evening, while en route
trials should be granted on account ot to Ijis truces from Santa Fe, speak
the failure of the Jury to find the la ta lug of Monday's storm, "that .in some
in accordance with the opinion of the places the snow and sleet had drifted
Judge.
to a depth of twelve Inches, which is
10. The supreme court should rou- - ja pretty good record for July 2. For
sist of three judges, no more ilian two awhile the storm had all the earmarks
of whom should be residents of the .of a Dakota blizzard. The snow, how
same division of Ihe state, one of ever, had almost all melted before I
the qualifications of a supreme or dis- - left Santa Fe.'
Much damage was done by the
trict Judge should be that he has been
in active practice In the territory for storm to the property of the Santa F
the last three years next preceding Central and Denver Ai Kio (Iraude
his election. Judges, both district railroads, the Postal Telegraph com
and supreme, hhould be elected by Ihe pany's wires went down for several
qualified voters.
hours, and reports from other portions
11.
Counties should be prohibited of the territory near Santa Fe tell of
from cieatinir anv lie" btedness except K luhl (I.iiiihl'h
j
From Jalisteo conies the report of
for strictly county purposes.
12.
No legislation not applicable Martin Sandoval
killed there
by
alike to all the counties snd to !! the during the storm bv b' ing
lightning, while an Indian met death
citizens should be allowed.
ill the at one of the nearl v pueblos ill S'.uiia
I can not, of course, outiim'
prcvisiong required i:i a good eons' it - Fe county.
The storm belt was pt leas -- o
tion, for to do this would be to wri
wide and extended pretty gener a constitution. I have, tie r, fore,
deem to be ally through all portions of the te'-r- l
deavored to outline what
tory except in the north, where it as
the most essential features.
c'a ise is,f'lt only in certain localities.
I'nless the anti-pas- s
I ue
ram or last night, coming on
n lopte.l I; will avail but very utile to
s
lop of the
of the day
form m constitution of auv li
well turn the whole niatte- ov r to; fore, lias made the farmer smile with
the railroads, and let tlieui uiae their j Joy. an dwaa just what has been need-ow- n
rule and reulaiionp, as they ed bv stoekne n, Fheepmen and In fact
have been do.n in the past. We have all residents of the territory.
-

--

unknown to tbe public, and oniy partially to her most Intimate friends.
"This has been a very, very sal
year to me," remarked Mrs. Thaw to
one of her closest, friends here several
months before sailing for Europe. ln
the first place there was the marriage of my son to Miss Nesblt. That
was bad enough and quite more 4han
I could bear.
Then I had this trouble
about that church window (referring
to the suit entered against her for
a memorial church wlnuow, which
she claimed hud not come tip to the
specifications and refused to pay for).
But on top of all tint I have lost all
my Jewelry all of it with the ex
ception of these two rings."
Mrs. Thaw's jewelry that lias been
The
stolen was valued at $40.tiQi.
p?bbery took place while Mrs. Thaw-wain the east.
Just before leaving for Europe Mrs.
Thaw was speaking to this friend
again, and gild: "I am feeling much
belter now. 1 am getting these mat
ters all off my mind, .and am so
happy with the prosper of a good,
long tour of Europe and rest."
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Our prices are the lowest.
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Mlhert Faber
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Albuquerque,

Railroad Ave.,

0

Colorado PhOns, Blk. 93.

Automatic

N. M.
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"The superstitions of some ' people
are amusing in the extreme, ' re
marked the Close Observer, as he
stood at the corner of 'Second street
and Railroad avenue this morning,
watching workmen repair the big
clock at the O'Kielly Drug company s
store building.
A ladder had been placed against
the wall of the building, with lis base
resting in the street, thus extending
over the sidewalk, and as the C. O.
made his observation, it was noticed
that people were taking to the street
at that point.
"1 have been standing here thirty
minutes," said the C. O., "and in that
lime 1 have seen at least twenty pas- sersby walk out Into the mud of the
street rather thiui keep to the sidewalk
and pass under the ladder. Bad luck
to pass under a ladder, you know.
the C. O. remarked, with a pitying
smile.
"Yes. sir. I dare say that half the
miseries of this world are caused by
superstition. Now look at that young
lady lifting her skirts high to keep
them dry. She's going to take to the
mud rather than pass under that lad
der. Had rather display her lingerie
and hosiery than walk on the pave
ment under the ladder. If that ladder Isn't moved pretty soon I bet
someone will go Into the drug store
and register a decided kick. That 8
Just how superstitious gome people
are.
"Now for my part," went on the
C O., as he carefully stooped down to
pick up a pin that he noticed had Its
sharp point towards him, "I don t be
lieve In such truck.'"
NO FIREWORKS

ON THE FOURTH
BOY FEELS
AND THE SMALL
ATVERY
AGGRIEVED
MUCH
TRACTIONS AT TRACTION PARK
FIREWORKS IN OLD TOWN.

The morning of the glorious Fourth
dawned
i tidy, with a slight mist
HHIng the air. which later changed to
a tine rain, making the day cloudy,
and consequently, cool.
.Most of the business houses cloned
their doors at an early hour this
morning, tne banks were closed all
day, the barlxr shops, postoffi.ee, federal and municipal offices observed
Sunday or holiday h uirs, and the day
was generally given over to celebrating the anniversary of tne Ixclara
tk'ti of Independence.
Young America, the Fmall boy. was
the most aggrieved person In the land
today. City ordinances forbade him
shooting off fireworks, cannon crackers, etc., wijihin the city limits, and a
a result the day was not filled with
th- - noises f.t dear
to Hie bean of
every American youth on the Fourth
of July.
It seemed, hard, Indeed,
that he
could not reproduce a mimic battle. In
mock representation
of anin winning independence, and as one blight
youth remarked, "city dads are harder
on bovs than their own dads."
This afternoon Dr. Carver's attractions it Traction l'.ttk are exp'cied
to amuse a large 'c ncoursi; of people, and touizht tie re i!l be a pyrotechnic display iti Old Albiiniierq le.
is expected to
0 In t wine, the
pass olT hen- much t.ie aibe as o'ber
ch

.

racing

also take
lace tlil aftctt.onn lit li.e iark.
by
horsemen. The
ef r.iin kejr a number of
frm:i gtdn
to the mountains,
but despite tills, several parties left
f r 1! ar Canyon, Coythis
ote Spring. Camp Itirnle tind other
rejorts.
A

matine-

Im-a- l

wi.l

pros-ptc:-

First Regiment, N.N. N.C., Transfers of Farm Really
Overbalances City Sales
Owing to Arrangements
by One Half.
For Encampment.

WILL
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workman-shi-

and hiphewt claas ot
cabinet work. The desk ytm
buy of us will not fall to
pieces ln a short time, thus
causing you much aaner-anc-

j

For the Constitution.

m-j-

OFFICERS
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JustT received

represent the best

CITY PROPERTY

(

Library

Roll Top
Deeks, Flat and Bunding
Desks, offict Chalra, Book
Caeen,
Typewriter
6Ua4a
and Tables.
We guarantee oar line to
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VOTERS ON STATEHOOD DELEGATES

4

a

si"

IMPORTANT DOCUMENT TO THE

League. Carlsbad,

We have

at the

The Evening Citizen, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Gentlemen Replying tJ your request for a statement of my no- sitlon upon the question tf statehood, permit me to say, that while
1 would
prefer separate statehood for New Mexico, If I had my choice,
s congress has offered lis Joint statehood, I am earnestly in favor
of accepting the very ljbe'al term offered, ind will vote for Jalnt
statrhood at the epproarhlnjr elec:l.n.
The development of or resources Is of first Importance, and for
tuelr development we nrd financial assistance from the states,
Capitalists, always timid, have little confidence in
territorial gov- eminent, and prefer to infest und?r the protection of a state gov- ernment. therefore, we will be placed at a disadvantage In the de- vek)pment of our resoirces. a long as we remain a territory. In
my Judgment, every material Interest of oir people will be enhanced
In value by Rtate.iood. bat I fear the result, of our
rejection of
statehood in the form not offered to us by congress, will De dlsas- Very respect fullv.
trous.
JOHN K. McFIE.

a

1

Office of the Chairman, New

na

Approaching Election.

M t

FIVE.

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN f

He Favored Single Statehood, But Will

Work and Vote For Jointure

Spfcial Correspondence:
Httcl.iirg, July 4. Clone friends of
Mr?. Wm. Thuw tior fpr thflt tn.
cannot survive the shock of learning
of the tragedy enacted by her son.
narry Kendall Thjw. In Madison
SOUare Hdl'ilcn
Von; Vnrt
Mn
Thaw Is well advanced in years and
nas seen in delicate health lor several years, she has had a Rrent
aillonnt of trmihlp
n.l how Vcpntv
she took it a!l to heart Is entirely

terrl-torle-

Chairman Freeman, of the Statehood League,
gests Some Important Provisions

WILL VOTE

The Man of Business or the Home

OF
HARRY
THAWS
MOTHER FEAR THE RESULT
OF THE SHOCK CAUSED
BY HER SON'S ACT
A
SAD YEAR FOR HER.

of

ons
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FOR JOINT STATEHOOD

FRIENDS

the Adoption

He Will Do All in His Power to Secure

CI1IZEN.

MRS. THAW

SPEAKS PLAIN ON STATEHOOD

of

TROUBLED JUDGE McFIE

POOR.

MILLS'

JUSTICE

CHIEF

EVENING

AXBUQUERQUE

1906.

s

NOT ACCEPT

LOWkR RANKS THE

Although no official notUe has been
received by captains of He different
cfimpan.es in the territorial militia
as to the exact dates of the Austin,
Texas, encampment, and despite the
tact that no orders have een receiv
ed as yet from the adjuilnt general,
other than a general order covering
the number of men and officers .that
are to be taken ln each of the four
companies mat win go to make up
the batailion that Is to be sent to Aus
tin, It is understood that the dates
agreed upon are from August 5 to
11, Inclusive, and that the men
will
leave their home sta.l.ns on August 3.
Owing o the lack of definite ln- loruiation from headqtam rs. It is
not known what regimental officers,
If any, will go, as under the order
sending only a batailion, the regi
mental officers are not included, tin
less by appointment.
It Is understood that several of, the
regimental omcers 'have received offers from the adjutant1 general to at
tend the encampment by.acceptlng an
Inferior rank to the one they now
hold, but as yet It la not known
whether or not any of them have ac
cepted the offers.
Hanking Captain O'Dpnnell has
telegram Jrom Adjutant Gen
eral Tarklngton
asking him If he
would go to Austin a quartermaster
sargeant. but wltn
and commissary
the ijiay of a secind lieutenant, either
of which are several notches lower
than his present rank.
Captain
O'Donnell's answer was brief and laconic, being the one word, "No."
Is
Quite a bit of dissatisfaction
known to exist among the regimental
officers, owing to the determination to,
send ionly a batailion to Austin, and
doing away with the territorial
encampment, s by this means all regimental officers are left entirely out
of the plans for the Austin encampment, and It is rumored that a number of resignations are aliout to be
handed in to the adjutant general as
a result.

MESSENGER BOYS'
FOURTH OF JULY DINNER
WESTERN

UNION

AND

POSTAL

CARRIERS ENTERELITE RESTAURANT BY PROPRIETOR ABRAHAM
"Say, Guy, pass de poy."
"(J inline de salve; pass de spread;
I wanter drumstick o de chicken."
These and many similar remarks
were heard within the dinlns room of
the Elile restaurant today when the
management entertained the messenger boys of the Western Cnion and
Postal Telegraph services with M
Fourth of July dinner.
Although messenger boys us a
whole have a proverbial reputation for
slowness, none such whs noticeable
when the boys went after the big
chicken', dinner, pic, Ice cream and
other gotid things that Mr. Abraham,
proprietor of the restaurant, had
ti; dining room tables with for
the special delectation of the boys.
The guost-- were William Weiuecke,
Archie Iixon, William Rudolph, Arthur Hawks and Alvin Stewart from
the I'ostal, and Joe McCaffrey, Art
Kadcliffe, Art Kleim, Dick l.ehrmann.
and
Reg Kadcliffe, Alfred Iatarte
lxniie Scgil, of the Western 1'nlou.
MESSAGE

TAINED

AT

lad-en-

b

SfcASON

RESPONSIBLE

During the month of June ; lie sale
of real estate In the country overbalanced that of the city, which Is very
unusual and surprising. And tne
reason for It Is not apparent. The
sales of farm property
were of
small nature, and the transfers re
corded are between parties with Span
Ish names.
The Inactivity of city property may
be attributed to the season of the
year. People who have money to buy
real t state with are spending It at
the summer resorts, while those re
maining at home are busy keeping
cool. Ukewlse.the activity in the
country may be attributed to the mar-keting of wool clips and the harvesting of alfalfa, which may be counted
s the financial physical elements ft
the rural districts of New ...exlco.
July is starting off with the samej
evident dullness that marked ' thei
month oi June.
Transfers In city property recorded
during June
werey. as follows:,
. !i.
. '
I ....
i.
uuiitr
mar v,llttve
lie iiiomeio ill
Juan R. Samora, a piece oi lanu
bounded on the east by land of Herman Ulueher. 2.
June
et a4, to
Melinl
Virginia M. Oarr, a piece of land In
1C,
block
F. Ainiijj, y Olero addition.

ALBUQUERQUE,

,

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

"

BORRADAILE

& CO.,

June

4

Henry

and wife to

lot 3, block 4, North-

ern addition, $1.
June 5 City of Albunueroue to
William Chaplin, lot 23, block 8. New'
Mexico Town company's addition.
June 7 Surety Investment com
pany to harold S. Carter, V;tg 13 and
H. block 39. Perea addition, 375.
June 7 cora V. Whitney and husband to S. R. Dole, lot 20, block 2rt.'
town of Albuquerque.
June 8 William Thles et al to J.
S. Bell et al. lot 5, block 28. Eastern
addition,
June 8 Ernest Meyers to Valentine
Unville, lot 4, nlock 19, original town-siie- ,

M. BERGER,

I

$1.

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerqtie, N. K.

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A COMPLETE LINE OF

ED. PINAUD'S IMPORTED
(Paris, France)

Extra

Toilet Soaps, Face Powders, Rouge,.
Waters and their special line of bulk
Quadruple Extracts.

June 13 Surety Investment
comFine
pany to Mary Hartman, lot 4, block
33, Perea addition, $1.
Tojlet
June 18 A. A. Trimble et al, to
W. 0. Hope, the east On feet of the
north 8 fept of lo. 10, block 1, Hun-lnHighland addition, $1.
June 19 M. W. Flournoy, trustee
for Albuquerque Iand company, to
William H. Long, lot !, .nock 33, Hun-inHighland addition. $1.
June 23 K. J. Short and wife to Both Telephones.
Oscar Gobel, lots 2u and 21. block 32,
original townsite, $1.
June 25 Samuel Vann and wife, to
Mrs. Laura Garcia, lot 15, block K,
Atlantic & Pacific addition, $10.
Jnne 25 Julia A. Kroaks and husband to Samuel Vann, lot 15, 'block
F, Atlantic and Pacific addition, $10.
June 28 CharleB B. Dust in, et al,
to Albert E. Matthew, ihe west 25 feel
of lot 16, bl :ck tl, Belvidere addition,
g

The Williams Drug , Company
THE BLUE FRONT
117 West Railroad Avenue.

THE TIME MAY COME
wtoen a better cigar will be made for
the money than the White Lily, but
not In your generation, uiy dear sir.
There are better cigars made this

lay, but they cost more. The White
Lily, though worth more compared,
with many, 1st priced at 6 cents for on3
and a box of fifty will coat you $2.00.
Don't finish the box If the first one
doean't ault you back goes the money
If you don't like the White Lily.

$l.o0.

June

28 Albert E. Matthew to J.
MattJiew, the west
feet of lot
lfi. block fi. Belvidere addition. $1.

E.

STAGE TO JEMFZ

SPRINGS

Is prepared
to
The uoders'ned
make tripe to and from the celebratIned JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any
formation desired can be secured
from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

WANTED.
For Zoological Parks.
Live antelope, beaver, otter, wild
tirkeys, blue loco, and mountain topknot partridges, fox and black squirrels, blue cranes, wild swans, geese
and ducks; and all sorts of wild animals and birds. Write and tell me
completed without consulting this what you can get. Dr. Cecil French,
guide. For a copy address V. C. Rus- Naturalist, Washington. D. C.
sell Northwestern passenger agent.
NATIONAL CASH REGISTERS.
34o Robert street, St. Paul, Minn., or
K. M. Howard, salts agent for the
W. J. Lynch, passenger traffic man.National Cash Register company of
ager, O'ici.go.
Dayton, t.nio, is at the Elite hotel, to
o
July lu. Automatic
The picnic baskets for sale at the remain o'yi.iinti
Mcintosh Hardware company's store 'phone
out ng parties.
ire Indispensaole for
ROUGH DRY.
We do it right.
o
Imperial Laundry Co.
Try a Citizen Wazt al.
HINTS FOR PLANNING

YOUR VACATION
A little note will bring to you our
booklet on Summer Vacations where
to gu. how to get there, ami what It
will cost. It contains over eighty different tours, combining rail mid water
routes. No vacation plans should be

Manzanita Hall

117 Gold Avenue

.
Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, If she tells you to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR,
Make no excuse, (li you 'A out d, forget the order), that yon could not
tin tt, for every first-olagraces
handles EMPRESS. Von will ihrSTi
And good bf?d. ;ood biscuits, goo4
pastry and most Important of iM,
good cheer to greet you lrtten yx
come home for your dinner. Try It
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress ef
all ether.

1.00.

A. V. Tegner,

NEW MEXICO.

A.

J.

113', WEST

Convenience

1

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVINUa.

Comfort - Security

The telephone
makes the
duties lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewer.

The telephone preserves yoilr
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

I
6
Q

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

A SCHOOL
FOR BOYS

Fines! Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMPLE AND

0

CLUB ROOMS

PALO" ALTO. CALIFORNIA.

For thirteen years has been sendiig i.'.ys into S;anford university and
the technical schools and higher instit ir ions f the east. One teacher to
work. The location of the
every five Uys means thorough and suc
university, and in 'he most eeautiful valley In Calischool, near a gri--n
fornia, has furnished inspiration and every f iciiity for the development o!
tuiud
and body. Horn- - care under l.!e;il dormitory system, classical
Three
and scientific cours . Modem languaLes under foreign teachers.
buildings with veil tquii-laboratories. g''l gymnasium, well stocked
lii.rary. Amt'le gToundi for athletics wi.bli are given under a traint j
instructor. New cinder track for the Cfting year. Catalogue illustrated
from photographic views s'en on req'iev. nth year begins Aug. 20, 1906.
J. LEROY DIXON, Principal, Palo Alto, Cal.

!

TQ THE LADIES:

Is here too warm to wash and iron. Bend your
DresBee to us.
We will laundry them cor
uud will deliver them to you In a nice box they will not te

Mot

weather

Siiin Waibts and White
i

rushed or wrinkled.

Domestic or gloss finish.

Back of Postoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo, Red 148.

4

Imperial Laundry Co.

ALrJUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

WE FIRED ANVIL- S-

GratlhtlXre

BEAUTIFUL BANG!

for

i

EVKXIXO

EVERETT

the Sawbuc!,
Two hours a day sawing wood
VV
Tl will keep anyone's Bow
VsaJ-- l regular.
No need of pills, Cathartics, Castor Oil,
nor "Physio," If you'll only work the Saw- buck regularly.

CIT1ZKX.

TRUE'S

OF

FOURTH

JULY

VA REAT medicine,

J. Adam Bede.
Congressman from Minnesota.
The Fourth when I wa. small was'
a sort of a memorial day. In the flrs?
yearn after the war thtre
ss no
Memorial day. and Ihe Fourth was
he occasion for the expression of the:
loyal and patriotic sentiments which
are now expressed more generally In
the latttr part of May. on tile day set
& I
4"saside for the purpose.
I temember a typical day when 1
was about 6 years old, and lived iU;
he old htme In Ohio In the northern
1art of Eton township. I remember
a picnic, a trip to a grove near the
river, where benches were spread
with good things to eat. and there was;
lemonade to be had for tlie price.
There wt-rfirecrackers, some
and there was a speech: but
the bis event. of the day was a flag;
raising and the shooting vf the anvils,
Of couse the city boy does not.;
know about shootln.it the anvil. But
vwuiitij ihj5 niuj uo u sonieiiiiies yti.i
The village blacksmith shop Is levied
upon "or wnatever ii has in the way
of anvils, and the 'hole Is loaded with'
a Mr charge of powder with a fuse!
leading to It. and phisrsed as tightly
as the boys can manage.
It was a pretty and an Impressive
They go oif with a btautiful bang, sight, ami in tile years Immediately
and sometimes they fly to pieces and following the war the people were
some bystanders go with them. But hot with patriotic ardor for the flag
the anvils are necessary to- fire the and the sentiments f personal liberty
salute to the flag as it was raised on and union, for whic h all suffered so
j much.
the lllerty pole.
By

ill

I

j

-

OUR OLD FOURTH

ON THE WABASH

llf

Exercise Is Naiure'sCure for Constipawalk will da, If you
tion and, a
haven't got s wood-pilBut, If you will take your Exercise In an
Easy Chair, there's only one way to do that,
because, there's only one kind of Artificial
Exercise for the Bowels and its name is
"CASCARETS."
Cascarets are the only means to exercise
Ihe Bowel Muscles without work.
Ten-Mi-

"

Dotrr

W.

rr--

rr:nTn!yvK;'

J

rououTtOTff! )

I
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They don't Purge, Gripe, nor "upset
your Stomach," because they don't act like

1'

C

r--

1

-

..i-

"X

y

?i

1

"Physics."
They don't flush out your Bowels and
Intestines with a costly waste of Digestive
Juice, as Salts, Castor Oil, Calomel, Jalap,
or Aperient Waters always do.
No Cascarets strengthen and stimulate
the Bowel Muscles, that line the Foo
passages and that tighten up when food
touches them, thus driving the food to Its
finish.
A Cascaret acts on your Bowel Muscles
as If you had just sawed a cord of wood, or
walked ten miles.
Ca'scarets move the Food Naturally,
digesting it without waste of tomorrow's
Gastric Juice.
The thin, flat,

Ten-Ce-

i
1

1
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Communication Made Easy

TO

wr rou with
rrST.'!!

W

V

I

El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Box is mada

nt

Rock Island System

"My Lady's"
a Box.
Carry it constantly with you and take a

-

Shortest, quickest, therefore, ths best Ths only way with two through
trains dally, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dirt
Ing cars chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhero, any tlmt

Cascaret whenever you suspect you need
ons
, Be very careful to get the genuine
made only by the Sterling Remedy Company, and never sojd in bulk. Every tablet stamped "CCC."
73a

Back on the banks of the Wabash;
when I was a ooy the FourtTi of July
was celebrated by milking the cowc
iioelng- corn and weeding the veg-j
stable garden.
if we were In luck we got a chance
to steal eff and go fishing.
The Fourth of those old days is now
only a memory. I prefer the Fourtn
f this modern, wonderful, plentous.
rich and Inventive twentieth century,
when for a few pennies the modern
boy can buy noveniea in fire works,
skillful concoctitns of chemicals, ana
more or less harmless noise makers to '
delight the boyish heart such as boys
of trie old pioneer farms iu early III!- licis never dreamed existed outside
the Arabian Nights tales.
i

j

TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

AT IO

V.

General Agent.

R. STILL,
Gen. Pass. Agent.

M

EL PASO, TEXAS.
At New

National League.
York

New

stLvesi

York-Brookl-

You

Aevert

OUGHT TO H4V

game postponed; rain.
At Boston
R. H. E.
Philadelphia
S
4
2
Boston
6
4
Batteries:
Duggleby and Dooin:
Dorner and Brown.
At Chicago
n. H. E.
Chicago
5 l'i I
St. Louis
3 7 4
,
Batteries:
Owen and Sullivan;
Smith and Rickey.
.
Second Ranie
R. H. E.
n
Chicago
0
4
o 1 3
St. Louis
Batteries: While and Sullivan:
and O'Connor.

ANY

CffLDRSN:

HA2

By Jas. A. Tawney.
or the Appropriation Committee of the National House of
'
Representatives.
. 11
Vhat Fourth of July stands out In
one
r.y memory above others? The
when I was 10 ytars old, and heard
President. Lincoln and Edward Everett deliver orations at the unveiling
of the monument commemorating the
battle of Gettysburg.
famous
It was not the
speech.
but
Gettysburg
anothti
speech. I lived about three miles
from Gettysburg', and nothing could
hive Uent me away from that celebration.
I remember I had a sore foot. Boys
v,ho run barefoot art liable to have
them. But I cut .out the front part
of my shoe and walked to Gettysburg.
I wrlvjgled
throu?i the crwd and
wawithin a few feet of the speakers,
and taw and heard very well.
The only thing that marred my
pleasure was the spectacle of one of
the Lincoln lioys on jorseback. He
was not much older than I, and he
was riding a fine bay mare that I was
sure would be Just the thing for me.
I ran along by the horse's side for
jaV a. TAWXEY.
quite a while and was thoroughly satknow I thought It was very fine, and
irised with my Inspection.
I don't remember very much about that some day I might grow up and
what Lincoln or Everett said, but I make a speech like that.

Chairman

-

-

MY FOURTHS ARE ALL EXCITING
Grover Cleveland.

At Cleveland

t

i

Western League.
R.

Lincoln
Batteries:
Manske
Jones and Zinran.
Amer'can
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Kansas City
At Umisvllls
Louisville
Columbus

H.E.

6 11
0 (

and

0

3

Towne;

AT
70

DATf t ONLY Wsy

Cleveland, but what you think of the
If you know anythis about ,
that graven Image of the desert, or
wonder If he ever was a boy, a real
freckled, brown, tanboy, stub-toened ad calloused.
Lots of men have accumulated dig"
I
v.
nity and ponderousnei-- until you say:
'Bet that fellow never ran away and
went swimming and was licked in tne
woodshed when he got home with his
He never had
hair wet. No, slr-eany fun."
You
And you get sorry for 'em.
get sorry for Grover Cleveland, who
writes things so great and strong that
most people do not unedrstand them.
Why, you evea wonder If his boy isn't '
afraid of him, nd If the lad ever dares
call him "dad," and coaxes him out '
behind the house to play catch.
Cl.fcA ELAND.
j
.
We are ull wrong.
Most big men wear a mask in pub- - hind that calm face that you have
1 c.
They wear it when they sit for seen in pictures. The Evening
n asked him to tell about the most
and It Is nailed on when
Glad!
the interviewer and the sketch artist
exciting Fourth of July he ever had
approach them.
Hut at home, God Mess tliein. they when he was u boy.
And haCK came this anwer right tiff
are jusl like the ret of u. They kiss
tl.e wrinkle in the bark of baby's neck the bar
They were all odd and exciting and
nd play horse with the next older:
I
cannot very, well dis--:
;.e.. The tell the boy stories und interesting.
arch their oekets for dimes which; criminate.
GROVER CLEVELAND.
th.v know and are glad he will spend
la. riotous living.
And there reully seems to be a quiet
it Is doubtful if there ever wus a chuckle lu those few words, and It
t --art that wa
really ossified. "
helps to know that even Grover Cleve- And Grover?
an,j was once a boy just like other
Well, Just to find out what was be- - boys.
j

(Sphinx,

'jt

,

.

r. aT.r--

1

Toledo-Indianapol-

3
7

is

Almost time for tne W.
after Tcm Plat..

C.

TO THE EAST
SPECIAL toRATES
take tuat trip back home. Take advant-

the east. Tickets on shle at special reduced
rates for the round trip, frotnJune 1 to September 30.

.$55.35
AND RETURN
$47.85
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
On the following dates the Santa Fe will sell excursion tickets
to the principal poinU in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota.
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
inclusive, and July
inclualso June
Wyotr ing: June
sive; also July 19, 20 and 21. Call at ticket offlce and we will help
you plan a trip. Below find rates to a few of the principal points:
$51.50
CHICACO AND RETURN
$46.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$48.61
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
$39.00
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
T. E. PURDY, Agt.
ilf turn limit ot all tickets, October 31.
CHICAGO

T. U. to

dors are made for that purpose."
Sign In Barnesvi le, (O.I common
pleas court room.

x

Now Is the time
age of the low rates to

Most Anything
get

i

tou siiouid plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the
change. Visit the Grand Canyon and Petrified Forest.
Liberal
limit and stopovers..
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
$36
8AN DIEGO AND RETURN.
$36
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN
45
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick- on sale every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May. June.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
July, August and September.

5

(

0
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Minneapolis
At
Toledo
Game postponed; rain.

0

Summer Rates West

IT HAD HAPPSND SOOVfif

3

At Minneapoli.s
St. Paul

I

oast

SOPPOSS YOU HANT ME
SYMPATHrze MTtf YOU.
Mil, HON'rJ TCXLZ

1

Association.

a P.M.

TO

Urop in and See 'Em Spit.
Cuspi"Do not spit on tho floor.

of Grover

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tlckeu to all pr.s
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the EI Paso A Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freta-ti- t
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
f
Your business respectfully solicited
W. H. ANDREWS,
H. B. JRIMSHAW.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Wr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Tree '
'
J. P. LYNG,
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
City Frt. and Pass. AgL
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Aft.
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.

R. H. E.

Cleveland
.5 11 0
Detroit
3
4
t
Batteries:
Townsend a.id Clark;
Donahue, Wurner and Payne.
At Washington
R. H.E.
r, 0
Washington
5
o 4 1
Boston
Batteries: Kitson anil Heydon; Harris and Armbriister.
At Des Moines
Des Moines

Fe Central Railway System

Santa

American League.

I

J

P
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SPEAKER CANNON.

HEARING LINCOLN
MY GREATEST FOURTH

a picture

r
srrirrern.any.

irVi

to fit your Vest pocket, or
Purse. Druggists 10 Cents

By Jos. G. Cannon.
Speaker of the Home of Rr-- rt sentatlves.

You never see

sis

--

A.T T F. M.

"Gracious, isn't Mrs. Gawney the
TAKE A PLUNGE
WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO.
skinny thing? It must be embarrasst ths
ing to show It the way she does."
Their Unceasing .Work Keeps Us
SWIMMING POOL.
"Show 1.; How?"
Strong and Healthy.
504 North First Street.
"Why, she's worn hole through hei
Open Daily,
gloves at the elbovs."
a. m. to iu p. m.
iu
All the blood In the body passes
William J. Bryan Is to be received through the kidneys onoe very three
with a brass band 011 his return to minutes. The kidneys filter the blood.
When
New York.
But that doesn't mean They work night and day.
500
remove about
anything. The Bouori American ball healthy, they
grains of impure nvitter dally, when
team was received . at way once.
unhealthy some pa.-- t of this impure
Ice costs the game In San Antonio matter is left in the blood.
This
this year as it did last, me !ce men brings on many diseases and sympdon't dare give "tne failure of last toms pain in the back, headache,
winter's crop" as an excuse for
nervousness, hot, dry skin, rheumatism, gout, gravel, disorder of the
eyesight and bearing, dizziness. Ir"My ancestors came over i.i the regular heart,
debility, drowsiness,
Mayflower,
ue said proudly
dropsy, deposits in the urine, etc.
"That was a sailing vessel, wasn't But if ym keep the filters right you
it?"
will have uo trouble with your kid'
"Of o:urse It was."
neys.
"I heard father ray several times
Nazarli Alarid. of Cerrillos Road.
that they tried to get him over In it, Santa Fe. New Mexico, says: "I was
but he pre. erred one ot the big continually buying medicine for my
liners."
kidneys.
None of the medicine I
slightest effect on my
the
bad
used
Society Notes.
Mr. Pat Crowe of Omaha, has de- kldenys or backache, at least I was
any. When an atcided not to spend the summer
in unable to notice
tack of backache reached the vidulent
Philadelphia.
stage, I was compelled to stop work
for an hour until the spasm disapJ hn M. Dowle of Essex. Ia., has peared.
When suffering from an atgone to Chicago to testily that he Is
"Dr." John Alexander's father.
You tack I got Doan'g Kidney Pills. The
oan't accuse any of the Dowles of remedy soon benefitted me In every
way and removed every symptom of
lacking nerve.
kidney complaint. I heartily recom"How silly!
The papers are all mend Doan's Kidney Pills."
ELECTRICAL WORK.
)
1 1 1 v
1 1 1
making fun of that young bride's first
For sale by all dealers, price 50
NOTICE TO SUM- biscuits, I'll Just bet not one of those cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
'
LsJmates on all kinds of wiring and
MER WANDERERS.
CORONADO BEACH, CALIFORNIA
funny men ever ate any. If they had N. Y., sole ngi'nts for the United
cheerfully
electrical
installations
they wouldn't be writing Jokes about States.
given and work guaranteed. V'. carry
Have The Eveuing Citizen forthem."
Remember ihe name Poan's and
A delightful place to spend your summer vacation. Furnished tents and
ia stock a full line of electric and
wardid to your aadresa when S
54
"Certainly not at leaht not In this take no other.
combination fixtures, and all supplies. t you go away on your vacation, it world."
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates. You may do your own cook-in- g,
.
cell-1uFans (or the hot days, desk and
4 If you are now a iaid up sub- - H
The firm selling such goods as the
scriber, please let us know when "
Call and see us when in darkor you can i;ct your meals at the restaurant.
That
Russian Riant genuine ChicKering.
KimEverett.
you order the payer forwarded,
Southwestdown in New York has smoked cig ball pianos and others, need not boast
ness and be
and aUo let us know If you deern Electric and Construction comarettes since has was 10 years 'old. of their square dealings; their goods
pany.
sire It stopped at JJar home ad- Think how much taller he might have speak for themselves. The most seo
dress, lio careful t.j give postbeen if he bad never smoked the lect and latest line of Edison and
For information eaidiiiij rates for tents and Cottages, railroad fares, etc.,
offlce, hotel or streu: address, In i n:sty little things.
The r'enic casket for sale at the
Victor talking machines and records
all cases.
They don't have to tell a man of iu the southwest. Open evenings.
Mclntotti Hardware company's store
'fare inii wpcnaal;i; for bating parties.
his height to smoke up.
MVSIC CO.
THE VHITSO
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CORONADO TENT CITY

Boating

Bathing.,

Fishing

ASK ANY

Music

AGENT
r

fliitlM tla

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4,

ALLUQUEKQUE

1946.

sional campaign this year, there will
be no federal law prohibiting corpora

as usual.
tions from contributing
Presidents of banks and railroads and
ot'hi-corporations will not lx able
t.i point to n federal law an the reason fur withholding their checks.

TINTED

DELICATELY

DRAPERIES

70c up.

TAPESTRY PORTIERES,

ROPE PORTIERES,

$3.75 up.

ASSORTMENT
CARPETS AND RUGS.

LARGE

OF

J. D. EMMONS, the FURNITURE MAN
CORNER

COAL

BOTH PHONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND STREET

ters asking for the desired

MACHINERY IS .

BEING RUINED
Along the Line of the

Isthmian

.

Canal-Na- vy

Laxity Illustrated.

HOME AND IMPORTED

I

yon.

MUCH FRENCH

GEMS

Of Bills Against Contribution

to Election Funds by
Corporations.
Special correspondence:
Washington; D. C July 4. l here
is scarcely a week passes without
some contractor, with an eye to spec
ulation, coming into the office of
Chairman Shonts, of the Panama
Canal Commission, and offering to
buy the wrecks of machinery that
line the canal rouie from Colon to
Panama. The government could have
sold this worthless nraterial a dozen
different times, but tne oinciais refused tT dispose if It, although Secretary Tntt has no idea what he will
eventually do with it.
"The most distressing thing that
I observed on
the Isthmus," said
Secretary Taft the other day, "was
the enormous masses of machinery
rusting and rotting to pieces, lying
dear across the isthmus, from one
side to the other. It gave me a
weired feeling to gaze upon the ruins.
Tliere are odds and ends of railroad
outfits, dredging machines and other
parts of an enormous and costly exEngineer
plant.
cavating
Thief
Stevens found on top of Culebra cut,
condition
good
a- launch In pretty
which had never been in tne water.
apparently
The French engineers
thought that the water was coming
up to the top of the cut, and prepared
for pleasant navagation, Mr. Stevens
had the launch carried down and
and Is now using it at. La
Boca.
The greatest difficulty is in
getting rid of the stuff. I think it
would be wise to sell it for scrap and
have someliody remove It."
The bulk of the wreckage is of
French manufacture. ' Some of it Is
damaged and rusty beyond repair,
and is of value only as junk. Some of
the material has withstood the
ravages of time and weatner. and
with some tinkering may be utilized,
as was tne launch which Mr. Stevens
rescued from the top of Culebra.
The chief obstacle In tne way of
soiling this stuff is that It will have
to pay duty if brought into the United
htates. Secretary Taft has about
made up lib mind to ask oongress for
a special law, providing for the admission of this material free of duty.
Another difficulty is the absence of
facilities for removing the material.
. There is neither the power to haul it
away nor the cars to load it on. and
whatever profit thero might be In the
deal would be wiped out in providing
a means of transmuting tne wreak-age- .
J

That Dreadnaught Twin.
Thire was a sharp fight before
the house agreed to the senate
amendment to the naval appropriation bill affeiting the provision for a
2",0nii-tobattleship, to rival the
famous Dreadnought of the British
navy.
. . ? members of the naval
house
committee
the
directed
conferees to ho.il out to the, last
ditch Bgainst the amendment.
The flsht In the house was ")nsed
on the cialm that the senate provis
ion Is unwise and Injurious, because
if it Is enacted into law it will require the publication ot the secrets
of the navy with regard to the Important features of tne proposed big
i lie
oamesnip.
senate amendment
stipulates that before the secretary
navy
of the
awards the contract for
the 20.000-tocnift he shall send to
congress "full details, covering the
type of such battleship and the specifications for the same, including its
displacement . draught and dimensions, and the kind and extent of
armor and armament therefor."
The senate amendment does not
withdraw the authorization of a
20,000-tobattleship, and does not
cancel the appropriation for this pur- .pose.
It merely stipulates that be
fore a contract is made congress shall
le informed of wnat it Is vrrposed
to build. The effect of this will be,
first of all, to secure at least one
year's delay in building; the vessel.
The senate's ftar seemed to be that
the department wag rushing things
in urging the construction of vessels
so much larger than anything we now
have afloat, or under contemplation,
and that it would perhaps he better
to wait awhile until the subject is
more fully investigated.

Facts About Prescious Stone.
While he United States may never
lead the world in the production of
aenis. the value of its o'ltput of
precious stones in 1905 reached the
Impressive figure or $326,350, according to a government report Just made
public.
The largest output Is from the
sauuhlre mines, the yield of which
last vear amounted to $125,000. Next
in value are the turquoises, quoted at
$5,(Hi. Then come the tourmalines.
Peridots,
jcrystal
$50,0ti0.
woilh
quartzes and miscellaneous stones are
credited with a value of $10,000 each.
Th Tirodnctlon of aaua marines Is
valued at $6,000, of kunzite, gold
sillctfled wood
quartz, corysoprase,
and earnet at $5,000 each, of smoky
quartz and chlorastroliie at $3,000
each, of amethyst, agate, ipyrite, mala
ohlte. anthracite and catlintte, at
$2,000 each, of moss agate at $1,500
of beryl, rose quartz and mesolite at
$500 each, of fossil coral at $250, and
of dumortierlte in quartz at $100.
of precious
If the Importation
stones into the country Is any Indi
cation of general prosperity, then the
year of 190j must 'have brought ma
terial blessing to many people In the
United States. The value of the
precious stones imported In 1905 was
$34,998,513. as compared with the Imports of 1904. valued at $26,086,000.
The importations last year included
uncut diamonds worth $6.8oO, and set
diamonds worth $741, unset diamonds
valued at more tnan vVIuu.imm , ami
other stones not set worth nearly $.- -

Mutual

Ufa

J.800,535

F. W. SCHWENTKEI, Mgr. for New

Mexico-Arizon-

Room No. 1. N. T. Armljo Hilldlng.

limit, and abandoned all pretnse of
adopting any of the bills whlrt laiKir
Is Interested In. The letera ad telegrams demanding action pourd In on
the committee in so great a umebr
that It became necessary' U frame
and print a circular letter of 'eply.
This letter states that the qestions
involved in the legislative dertnds of
labor have been postponed Din further consideration until "Dcember
next." In the meantime a
composed of Messrs. Mem. i,
Sterling and Brantley, of tl) house
to
eomniUtee, has been
study the bills and report on) hem to
the full committee next Deeiber.

iii.iy proiecis yon as 10 quaiiiy. r.t r, prices, you can't beat our on the
same Rtade of goods.
Our repair shop Is in the bands 0; skilled men ant la uinlnnaj arlth
all neeefsary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing,
trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call

Albuquerque Carriage Co i
CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Albuquerque

a

Auto. Phone

730

Foundry and

Machine Works

r.
MALL, T9prftor
Iron and Brass Castlnrs; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; liaftlBfa
Pulleys, Orad Bart, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa Front fee
Buildlnga.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Mining mn mm Machinery m Bpmelmlt
foundry east side of railroad track.
Albaqaaraia,

LIVERY,

SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

M.

.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gtnttal Bgifdtog

ELITE CAFE

Scppllea

SCREEN DOORS

GOOD
TABLE BOARD. $4 A
WEEK. AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE; CLOSE TO

Both Phones

Third and Marquette

.

1

pos-tFo-

"

rw

1

STEAM

CARPET

Furniture

Moving, pack- -

Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons
Spring; Wagons

t
Y
f

2

Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

setting up, and is no upstart at
tbe business. There Is ne other
just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
737 South Walter Street

il

Thos. F. Keleher
OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Caaa paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

yon
what
want, we
ask
that you give

All Kinds of Fresh and

-

rfrt'.yMa.ii ill.,

J.

Salt Meats.

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

n.,Zi.

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

F. G. PRATT

& CO.

tO NEE

AND

Ranches
Best on

Next to "Walton's drug store, South
Third street.

BAKERY

0.

BALLING,

toti

s. am aoi

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars, place your order for
this line with us.

RENTALS

and

Farms

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LOANS.
'
Automatic phone 451.
General Repair Shop.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
Furniture packed and crated: gaso
line and gas stovea repaired.

7

Am

UP

to

Lucero

daTe signs

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

W. Strong's Sons

A. E. WALKER,

STRONG BLOCK.

riRE

INSURANCE.

CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

t,

Myer,

Correspondence Solicited.
123 8. Third BL,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.
DCOOCOCXXXXXXXXX30COX)0

WEDDING

SIGHT

&

Real Estate

Groceries.

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON

Woolion

Staple and Fancy

L. H, SHOEMAKER

Sole Agents.
M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199. '

CX3COOCOaXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)0l

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co. s Coffees,
'
Grsnlte Flour.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

Albuqumrgue,

j j

v

Free Delivery,
Orders Solicited.
South Second street.

MELINI & EAKIN

BIFOCUIS
REFORM
TToPfrrrr Z

203

At Consistent
Prices

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

11

.f .T."

Lncs

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

Hlllshoro Creamery Butter
Earth.

Bottled in Bond.

arid Retail, Albuquerque

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

you.

,, ,.,7j.

aiirf-tin'- iii

KORBER & CO., Wholesale

Steam Sausage Factory.

EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

a ' onance

us

to figure with

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

quality
price Is

and

PAINTS,

'

;,.

Man.

lEg and shipping, unpacking and

'

'",'H

CLEAN NG

TMOItNTOM Ihm CManrr
Cleans everything.
He is the

es

'"' "f

118,064.00

U
2,287.911
Metropolitan
78.457.00
'. ,
1,601. 830
i5,774.00
Tne Penn Mutual
1,478,550
63,401.00
Mutual Benefit
1.429,050
60,284.00
Aetna
1,406,345
i
Union Central
36,828.00
.
1.276.34.-35,878.00
State Life- 1,129,665
39,436.00
Provident Life and Trust
NOTE Pacific Mutual paid for basis unly.
A good reputation at hone speaks well for any Institution.
Life,
accident and health, in one policy. Write for particulars.
Agents
t
wanted.

'

,,.

WITH EVERY VEHI
CLE WE SELL.
Any part failing by
means of defeetlT i
material or workman- ship will be made good
w I . bout expense to the i
owner, lrrespectWe wfi

LEADING COMPANIIS IN CALIFORNIA IN 1905.
Business Wriuen Frotr Offlc.al Reports, Exclusive of Indus- trhl Insurance.
'
Company.
Amount.
Premium.
i
$10,550,735
Pacific Mutual
$464,139.00
New York Life
6.740.291
276 618.00
j
Kqultable
3,148,930
121.163.00
I.,
3,020,300
Northwestern Mutual
109,797.00

.u.,,

P?u.d

Guarantee

WILBUR 8. fUPPER. President.

London's Sweat Shop Sow.
the
A remarkaDle exhibition mf
Fraud Orders Too Easy.
Some the sticklers on oesiimt lonal sweating Industry of Iondo is now
lr.w in congress believe that under under way at the Queen's ha, in that
the present method of issuing fraud city, details of which have fen Rent
orders injus'ice is frequently done to the state department. Tl idea of
to the men barred from tne use of the exposing the awful condltks of the
mails for palming oft on the public sweating establishments orinated in
iKigus
jewelry,
quack"
medicines, Germany, where a public exoition of
worthless stock and wild cat financial articles nrade by home wkers tinpropositions guaranteed to pay 520 ner oppressive conditions as given
per cent. It. is claimed that tnis ele- in Berlin two years ago. an was folment that lives by Its wits is not lowed by sweeping reforms
given a proper show In the courts and
The exhibition now mat In Lonit is proposed to provide a judicial re don includes only home Jdustrles,
view of all fraud orders hereafter is the object being to acquaii the public with the vile effects ofhe. sweatsued by the department.
A bill for tnis purjiose has been in ing system.
It would benipossible
troduced by Representative
Cmm to get together a more ghttly array
packer, of Indiana, who sprung the!of witnesses of mans inltnanlty to
court amendment to the meat bill man than is .o be found tbe bare
wlllcn raised such a rumpus. The fact of the prices paid to Ifortunate
(.omniiltee on jll(1plary nas favorably fellow creatures under ti sweating
)he crumnaeker
hill al- - system
.ui i .
.m.iu , w".... uC,. ,no, n ,t was viKorollsv opposed bvi Sacks are In exhlbltiomvhich are
ni(n ,hc postoffice department. The com- - repaired as low as tnre and four
jsoo, was vaiuea at
was ns mucn as tne importation oi mittt,e
tals ,h vlpw ,hfl. ,, thp Pnt8 ner H0zen. and chllen's skirts
any single year up to 1S19.
existing laws the suspected person are finished for eight ce a dozen.
re in
very little show against the
sewing covers on tens l.alls, 12
h,!,:o,V,f 'h,;has
r
,r !,.e7r J.'e
a de-tStates was u
Blemhg
a dozen Is paid. T'se merely
cmta
mand for diamonds as there was in, T,
,rprmlts
revU,w illustrate the figures sh'n in this
jn(nCal
191.-,
importLarge quantities were
)f
b f
can London exhibition.
":Tj
be finally issued. It requires
, t.h5..CO,,n'ry
SS!!1
t.ost- the
"
,
,
umuivncis ii.ive ueeu uiwuvrieu in
,
- w., - -n. RaobuW.
a ii null ururr
iu r
the United States in four different record,i andin iai
Do' not hesitate to asfor a free
Is- contemplates
ne
when
oriregions, but their actual place of
suing an order against a citizen he is 'sample of Chamberlain's omach and
gin Is in every case unknown.
required to cause a notice to be
laniei. we are ia to give
on him containing In substance them to anyone who la ttibled with
Corporation
Election Contributions. served
the charges made against him. The biliousness, coast ipatlon,? any
Representative Gaines, chairman of
must be served by the United order of the stomach. MaVhave been
ou
election,
cimniliie
the
oiHiea luursiiai in me district wnere permanently curea by tbtise. For
has drawn a bill providing for pub- the
suspected person lives or has his sale by all druggists.
licity in election expenditures. Demo- noslofflce
o
4
adoress or receives his
cratic members of congress do not mail,
J. S. Tucker, the genewl Vrchaut
the
and
is
fraud
not
to
order
be
hesitate to say that tne 1111 was Issued untu fifteen days ufter ser- at Algodones, accompanl-- y Mrs.
drawn for the express purpose of de vice, or. u the person cannot he Tucker and son, came In ni the
feating what is alleged to be its
found, fifteen days after the marshal north last night. Mrs. Tur and
son left on the flyer at noun tyt for
makes
nis return upon the notice.
"If the people were to learn of .the
San Diego, Cal., where they vn visit
heavy details of this bill," declared
for a couple of months. Mr. icker
Oorganized Labor Got Nothing.
Representative Rucker. a democratic
Organized labor- - has been flatly will return to Algodonet eltli to
the
committee
of
member
'
turned down by the house leaders, so,"'" or tomorrow mornlnt..
tw'
hV them
would be
The,.,
, f
.ntl-ln-- I
as ne,r
A Hard Lot
meas
J"""tiHn law Is concerned. There was M)f trnnltli in nrmtpnil
ru
ulTn
Mncr
with
plicated
its
not even a report from the hOUKe
tm-nanil l.lneri,,,!
liver
i
1.1,1
weiKiu.
'
'
,Lln
'
'
bowels, unless you awaken then to
,
bill
covers eleven
The Gaines
proper
Dr.
with
tl.elr
action
k.'s
printed page and goes into the most
h'e""n
X
Ute Pills; the pleasant est nd
elaborate detail in specifying the ...s.1"rl.,"f'1.w..i,h, u
is
uik
iieuiwiuous.
oincua to see mns effei0 nlll f..r PnnBlliiH.n
securing
puuiicity
in con how It can be put through
means of
.
then.
prevent appendicitis and ton,p
Th
t
nectlon with campaign expenses.
In postponing
action on the) 1he sy8tem. 2c at all druggists.
The corporations contribution bill, antWnjuctiou bill the
committee on.
0
at least, has the merit of brevity, Judiciary decided the
to go the whole1 A Citizen Went ad does tbe w.
being embraced In thirteen printed
lines. It consists of two proKsitions.
One makes it unlawful for any federal
no
corporation,
matter what its
character may be. to make a contribution "in connection with any election
to any iKiiitieal office," without, regard to wneiher the election Is national, state, county, township or
municipal. The othtr provision apCOMBINES
plies to all corporations, whether orTWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
ganized under state or .federal laws.
LENS. NOTHING TO BREAK
It prohibits them from making conOB INTEKFEKE
APART
tributions to elections for president
WITH THE
and
representatives in
congress and elections oi state legisSIGHT.
MANUFACTURED BY THE
latures that will elect United Stale

v,..
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n
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"P- FROM
(
ALL SIZES OF TABLE
75c up.
SPREADS, FROM

CITIZEN.

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Go.
.

Oreatly beautify the home, 1
have a large assortment of
LACE CURTAINS, FROM...

-

EVENING

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Betiding Associaat 217 West Railroad

tion. Office
avenue.

M.
BuDerintendenta

Falrrlew

and

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

'

Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Uavaio's Neglect of Law.
A surprising instance of inattention
MONUMENTS
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco Snv
BEBBEB OPTICAL CO.
to the laws of congress by the Navy senators.
All Klnes of Fresh Meat.
light.
BL.
Both
Pbonea.
to
N.
come
Second
Department has Just
ALBUQUERQUE N.MEX.
While It will doubtless be difficult
300 North Broadway, corner of Wak
chiefs
of
sleepiness
The
to scare up money fjr the congres- the bureau
Ington avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
was so extraordinary even for those;
rhalmmn
that
advocates of red ta;,e.
Tawney, of the Appropriation Committee, lost his patience and delivered
fffe!
"
"
,lTTri
a sharp rebuke to Secretary Bona"7
parte, which the ;atter passed down
the line with added emphasis, with
tlie result Uiat a distinct jar was felt
"TXT53
throughout the navy building.
In the naval act of March, 13C5,
was a provision direetins the secretary of tae navy to make a thcrortfn
inquiry Into the cnt of armor plate
and an armor piant, and r;oit ca
the same to cenj-'s- :.
Jcr .JlT'.atn
months the nary tlt'if l(LCiel l!tii
They
law.
ttc
:cTM lit . i
CD
mind turn by Chairninr
Cut-o- ff
April 4th of this year, when the latter demanded to know w.iat hsd, btea
ilnnu tinrt.'l' tht ,kr,l,i .if ,,miti'ua
fit pp inniltrv brought a!
Mr. Tnu-ni'Belen is 81 miles
of
from Chicago,
N. M.,
itfain Line
meek reply from Secrenry Bonaparte
City,
Old Mexico
El
saying that he regretted that "apparently through inadvertence" no steps
whatever had been taken in the mat
ter. He promised to rush the inquiry
along with all ipos.sitile haste. This
is the way the present arministratlon
of the navy department "'hustles."
Of LOW business and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with tro.d 80 and
strtet with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old snade trees; publls sesool aonts, cost
' Two days after the receipt of Taw-ney'- s
W,600;
cburcbei,
population
a
club;
1.600
Commercial
jstabllibments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 1S6 barrels (tally; large winery; three hotels.
largest
of
mercantile
irLabltanti:
tfef
of
ordinance
letter the bureau
flour, wheat, wine, beans and y in Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In tbe near future cstnot be estimated
was called on for a report. Five days
etc. Belen la tbe lars jst shipping point for
latter the reM"t was submitted. One
month alter Tawney's letter was reLL FAST LIMITED EXPPESS MAIL AND KREICHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA T 'QUTC W LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ceived a .r;tf. for an order was issued
investigate.
One
a
hoard to
convening
bakery, tailor tbop, shoe home. Jeweler, plumbing shot, siaalro
fa lots? cfsred are In the center ot the cltr. well graded, (many of them Improved by cultlv ion) ; no isnd or gravel. We need a flrst-clas-s
week later the board was convened.
Md fcad wood yard, drag store, harness tbop, etc, etc. Alto a nrtt-clamodern hotel.
Five days later a plan of work was
out lined. Six more i.ays elapsed and
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AN TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
of nava! intelligence
then the
was requested i'J aid in the inquiry.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AN PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
Two days later tne secretary of the
navy wrote for information to state
official;',. Five more days passed and
W
1F k
V B
.'eturs were addressed to the steel
ma
m mu
aT war
o
u mtZD
c
ua
u
tt M
companies
for facts.
i
Alter ignoring the entire law for l
.
WM. M. BERGER,
BECKER,
more than a yei.r and bein severely
jolted lor i lie oversight the bureau
gDWP" sbewsb ',faK,JCffl'
yagy "ssssss
i.iiels c iisuniMl nearly two months
sswrfflf TA'ifca'.
"u&vb9t
ar-y- -.
.rz,m
more in organizing ami writing let- VV-- r
jtoSmLIR.
l.tXJXl.
ggr.tff'.
twf

4pffafc

S?

O

""

201-21-

1

""

The Ftittire Railroad Rietropolis of New Mexico

'

y-Ci-

ot

Located on the Been

The

Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fe Railway

south of Albuquerque,
at the junction the
of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west
Kansas
Galveston and points east Sai Francisco, Los Angeles,
Paso and

r

The Bclen Town and Improvrmeit Company Own the Belen Townsite
i

70-fo-

i

ITim

JOHN

w 5w

TV lit
tnr a.

i tMi

ms

President

-

r'ZX

f.i,..

esxW

Mil
vv

ftl A M f
--

(Tl

fvfujwittAf
f jr

Secretary
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EVENING

4, 1906.

walked into this ftfTlce with
He picked It up t Railroad
avenue, and In respond to he small
I'tet notice, loft the pin at tV office
iflilck results.
Mr. end Mrs. Frank W. C K met n
l.ily friend at the deiot this TVrrnlnK, I
was on the No. 2. ret urn At from
x AngoleF. to her eastern lvmo.
DAY AND WEATHER.
Office over Mandell's on Railroad
in Plfiii'ger, proprietor of W ftpn- - avenue,
between First and 8econil
i .
The sun's rite and et today will era merchandise business at i,am; streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. m., 1:30
Juii
a
Is
givcity
short
In
lion.
yesterday,
for
the
time
at
be at the lime
to 5 p. m. Auto 'phone 203.
spending the Fourth
with
ing eunthine of the tame length, 14 vlst,
ils.
trick.
though
tuch
minutes,
32
Dr. Williams has practiced bis prohours and
J.lH .T hnson, general fori nUn of fession In I.as Vegas for the past
ahine hat not ben teen at alt today,
at this writing, noon. The ehowere construction ror the Postal Telegraph seventeen years
company, with headquarters in
latt night and the cloudiness today,
TICKETS. J OUGHT, SOLO
in addition to the fine rain of Mon-darn in the city Inst night, continuing, on to El Pnso.
vast
good.
are doing this section
AND EXCHANGED
The historic Incidents belonging to
Gtieral .Manager Arthur G. Wnllg.
STYLE 450. PATENT KID VAMP.
OTfloo
Association
are:
thit day of the month
of lb coast lines of the Santa Fe. has
IH'I.I., KID QUARTER. Bia EYETransactions
Justlleen
president
of
the
elected
Cuarstntood
LETS, SII.K RIBBON TIES, CUBAN
1648
Matsacre of Huron converts to Calitv.nia cluh of l.os Angeles, sucChristianity, by Mohawks In ceed ig Walter Newhall.
1 18 W. R.
HEEI,S. EITHER LIGHT TURN OR
ROSENFIELD'S,
RAw.
Michigan.
EXTENSION SOLES. PLAIN OR
Clfrleg W. Eckert. the digger afcompleted by
legislation
Reform
1676
tipper and other mlm
CAP TOES. A SWELL SHOE, WITH
Virginia's new assembly, and ter
I.a-rocklin
Placitas district, reLOTS OK GOOD WEAR
event Is hailed as first success- turn Uthe
the district this morning, afSHOE STORE
ful revolution in America.
ter alfew days' stay In the city.
S3 50
1754 colonel George Washington De
CoLel
I).
U.
K.
Sellers
Mrs.
anil
feated by the French at Fort
STYLE 325. VICI KID UPPERS,
southwestern and tW children, win leave tomorrow
in
Necessity,
WITH PATENT LEATHER TirS,
morn 1ft for the Cebolla. In the .lemez
Pennsylvania.
niounVlr.s,
will go to
KI. EX IDLE GOODYEAR
WELT EXwhere tht-1754
Benjamin Franklin lays before campknd
fish and hunt, for a couple
No. 121 West Railroad Avenue.
congress at Aioany a pian ior
TENSION SOLES. CUBAN HEELS.
a federal constitution intended of weiis.
SILK RIBBON TIES; A DATNn'
J. II Edgeiiiil, agent of the Assoto provide for union for common
LOOKING SHOE, WHICH FITS PERFrencn en- elated Vool company of Boston. .Mass.,
against
defense
AND
SHAPE,
FECTLY, HOLDS ITS
It is adopted, who lis been at. Holbnx.k and other
croachments.
HARD
FOR
UNEXCELLED
IS
but later rejected by some of wester towns purchasing wool, is
In theiity, and will
probably con:
No. 424 North Second St.
the colonies and England.
WEAR
1776
At 2 o'clock In the afternoon. tinue st mis evening.
IndependWilliams
of
says.
Mrs.
S3 00
News
the Declaration
the
SANITARY BOARDING
STABLE
ence adopted by the Conti- Robert Irwin arrived In 1he eiiy last
congress.
Sundaj troni Albuquerque, where she
nental
F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
1778
Three hundred aged people and now r'ldes. She will remain In the
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
by
Indians
city ti' il after the Fourth, as the
children massacred
Colo, phone, Bik. 35.
Auto., 311.
gram fiteMcuA. .swuxmBMxmamm
guest c Mr. Bert Ragan.
in the Wyoming valley.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter' 1781 Williamsburg,
Va., evacuated
H:n. V E. Martin passed through
by Cornwall.
grocery store, are lure to brine the
the cit this morning from Socorro,
1789
President Washington approves for Safe Fe. He stated that tne
right flavor to all dishes into which
the first tariff act. Its duties earl.iqifce shocks felt at Socorro the
averaged about 8V2 per cent.
they enter. This la because we alothtr rirnin? were very much exag1818
Construction of the Erie canal geratedly the newspaper correspondways procure the best manufactured.
'
begun.
We find out first what brands are re 1826 Death of John Adams, age 91, ents otpat city.
Hon. jelil B. Field, acenmptinled by
guarantee
them
liable and personally
and Thomas Jefferson, age 83, Mrs. FUl and Judge Abbott, left this
II
a r if
of
i
v 4 )$n f f
on the fiftieth anniversary
mornlnMfor the Pecos country. Mr.
American independence.
A Field aljw Judge Ablott will remain
1828 Corner stone of Baltimore
only a
days, but Mrs. Field will
Ohio railroad laid with cere- be abttel from the city a major part
mony at Baltimore.
society of the shimer.
1834
Meeting of.
C. V. lant. division storekeeper for
mob in New
a
up
by
broken
9M
Not. 118 and 120 South 8econd street
the San Fe at Gallup, came in from
York. Abolition riots follow.
close out our remaining stock
All
Suit Cases and
1845
A
ratification convention of the wesihis morning, and is spendat Traction park. He
placed
-lcitizens votes to annex Texas ing the (urtn
have
hand
sale
we
best quality,
on
on
assortment,
will leal tonight
for Delphi, Ind.,
to the United States.
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEQ, W. HICKOX.
on
accom
return
will
be
Is
lowest prices; don't fail to see them
our entire stock of
Captain John C. Fremont de- and
1846
of Cali- panied IMra. Flant.
clares independence
of'
before buying-- at
reduction
a
a reduction of
Two dinks were in police court
fornia, after defeating a suthis moiTig, and received the usual
perior force of Mexicans.
1848
Corner stone of Washington $5 fine, tp to press time no arrests
fireworks ormonument laid by President for violapn of th
dinance, for any other reason, had
Polk.
line
1848
Peace with Mexico proclaimed. been mil ajjd the Fourth promise- legislature assembled to pass overy quietly In police court
1856
Kansas
at Topeka, dispersed by United circles.
The Colidated Liquor company.
States troops.
inspection.
invite
con- doing btuess on South First street.
congress
1861 Thirty-seventLincoln presented.The
venes, and President
Citizen office force
sends message outlining the with a Ffth cf July present in the
toLEADING
pursuing
proposes
JEWELERS
MEXICO'S
NEW
policy he
shape of fine box of cigars, for
ward the seceded states; asks wliicii thfiiokers extend thanks, ann
80UTH SECOND STREET.
400,000
THE ARCH FRONT.
$400,000,000
and
for
wish the iv corporation big business
men.
returns line future.
surrenders
1863 General Pemberton
W. H. I non, a mining engineer of
Vlcksburg to General Grant.
Denver, ij has been down in AriPierce zona lookt over some mining pr"p-ertle- s
Franklin
1863
anti-wa- r
makes his famous
un passed through the city
THiS CHANCE TO SEspeech at Concord, N. H.
going to L'orado t his morning. A. J.
1866
Disastrous fire at Port'and. Me. Frank, a Irucular friend, nu t the
1868
Johnson proclaims gentlemft it the locil depot on the
President
CURE BARGAINS IN
aenarai amnesty to
arrival J!e train trom tne sown.
J- one of the
Harnl H. Wynkoop. Opt
1885 The supreme court, hav.ng deR N E S S
ic. came
linotyu'?I'ttra!ors on the
cided the Edmunds
He
night.
Vegas
last
frqr
in
amy act constitutional,
SADDLES
Mor'tonight, accompanied by
mons at Salt Lake City placed will
son. Mrs. Wynkoop ami
BRIDLES
the United States flag at half his li. folkw
In a few days. 1 ?
iiaby '"
mast.
ROBES
Vegaw"' ue tlulr home in. the future.
A. IMilier, a wpII known clii.eh of
AND E T p.
Ffi Hohuan, cashier of the
First
Helen, Is spending the Fourth in this
Na(h'3l bank of Comanche, Texas. Is
city.
F. O
v'&t'nX his brother-in-law- ,
William If. Holland and Mollie C her
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
of the O'Rielly Drug company,
Pa',
Raliokl wtrn riven a license to marry anhi friend, J. B. Herndon. cashier
aad It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
today by Probate Clerk Walker.
ophe Slate National bank of tab
E. J. Gibson, division superintend- cl Mr. Holman will remain In the
ALBUQUERQUE
CO.
ent of the Santa Fe, came in on the el for a week.
limited last night from Winslow.
the Flagstaff Sun says:
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and HarMrs. S.
George Sweetland of the Alvarado SAcker. who took iier daughter to
laundry, leaves tonight for
Anpuquerque lat week for consultavesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
geles for a two weeks' vacation.
n to Dr. )r. G. Cornish, as to her
Rev. Duncan Brown, father of Mrs. iss, writes that the doctor proWinchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
Rupert F. Asplund, Is in Albuquerque fiunced her trrubl a cystim tumor
from the City of Mexico visiting his hd an operation was performed which
suited in the removal of a tumor
daughter.
relglng eleven pounds. The patient
C. P. Jones, of Santa Roaa, Is
in,
5,
401, 403 North First Street
South First Street
Imni'nvlnd ranMlv tin.l rnc. aw. t v.
3,
the metropolis today, on a visit
Ejected home some time next week.
airs, jones and other relatives
menus.
Darning stockings Is drudgery, und
Will, George, Dan and Ixmis Anf?o much more so in hot weather. Yon
derson, niemuer of the "bane ballciutan avoid a good deal of this elisor Santa Fe, are spending the Fourtlagieeable work by buying our Black
In this city. .
Cat hosiery, because it wears bo
Por
women and children,
C. O. Bowyer of Vancouver, Vadh'e11father of Frank Bowyer, of the Frenc;13c to 5bc. C. May s shoe store, 314
One of the Largest Stocks
bakery. Is In the city looking for (West Railroad avenue.
.
location.
business
N.
M.
:
mWcTTe'n
pop-riHOF- OP
Master Mechanic Hicks has rt BRAU. ON DRAUGHT,
AT THE
turned from an extended visit tyvHITE ELEPHANT.
points In New Jersey, Michigan an
o
Wisconsin.
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
THE
Charles W. Thatcher, a news ageil WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
IN THE SOUTHWEST.
on the Belen cut-of- f
line, will ret it r
ROUGH DRY work don't have
to his duties today, after spendinl to Our washed
over.
rial Laundry
le
WATCHES
several days in the city.
Co.
CUT GLAVS
Yesterday a lady uurse at the St
RAILROAD AVE.
CHINA
Joseph sanitarium, advertised In tin Give 13 your ROUGH DRY work,
Evening Citizen that she had lost heiMonday, and get Is back Wednesday,
Diamonds, Watoaea, Jewelry. Cut Glass. Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
Cor. Second and Gold
nurse class-pin- .
Fifteen iniiniU'3 nflmpeiiai Laundry Co.
Fine Watcli Repairing a Specialty
WHITING 1JLOCK
Tour, trade acd guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
ter the paper hud been issued, Davii
See tie picnic baskets In the Mcln- Hosh hardware company's display
SMi'WBrd

Dr.B.ALWilliams

pin.

th

LOCAL. AND

.DENTIST.

PERSONAL

I

1

WEDNESDAY. JULY

LOW SHOES
FOR WOMEN

The More You Say

R.R.

T

WM. CHAPLIN'S

The less people remember.
Just three words with you

MfSHne Shoes

GREEN TAG SALE

Club
london
LIVERY COMPANY

'

The Golden Rule Clothing Stor
Style,
The
Store for

-

Service and Saving

Trunks, Suit Cases, Bags

STRAWJHATS

F. F. TROTTER

anti-slaver- y

To

Trunks,

Bags

argest

Straw Hats

at

Co,

The Hickox - Maynar d

I

Pickard's Hand
Fine new
Painted China just arrived.
your
We

Call and See Them

h

See Window Display

I

cooaocaKccocoaecc

Whitney Company

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

anti-poly-

t-

LP

M
M
M

HARDWARE

LUMBER,

CEMENT,

ls

SASH,

Mead Hay Presses."

-

111- -

Doors, Glass, Paint and

ti it til

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

EVERITT

-

S. Vann & Son

Albuquerque,

Diamond

DIAMONDS

JEWELERS

Palace

7V

window.

Outiiig Trousers
Made of light wool crash and nobby light
flannel, just the thing for hot weather; pair

PLANING

33
WHITE DUCK TROUSERS
extra well made; per pair only
119

"t

Gold

SCtEEN TIME IS COMING.
Wlmiw screens, 7 cents pr foot.
A bone made door, with trimmings,
tor I I.E.
We fe making window screens all
tnortisa together, and as strong as
door for 7 cents a square foot. A
creendoor,
or
that
VUl otlaat any door shipped In here
rom he cast, together with trtm- lalngsfor $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
Icreei doors hat have always cost.
ere'.wre, $2 00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
8UPERIOR LUMBER AND
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E.L. WASHBURN G0.G3
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CO.
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company's display
to si Hardware
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FRESH CUT FLOWERS.
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IVES, THE FLORIST.
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Successors to E. J. POST

& COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

eooo50oooooooo

MILL CO.

Thtplcnlc baskets for sale at the
Hclnteh Hardware company's store
are lilissensable for outing parties.
R06PECTIVE BUILDERS.
RermTer, Rureka U the ouly lime
sold ere that will not pop. crack or
blisti II the wall. See that it Is
speoed In your contract.

i

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

5f?

See Display
in
H

U

Comswtnciil

It

OurWindow
ccxcoooo)c':co

215 West Railroad Avenue
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE, I
j

